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ABSTRACT

The Ghana Cocoa Board as part of cocoa sector reforms in 1992 started issuing license to private 
companies to buy cocoa from farmers at approved government prices for margins. Unlike other 
cocoa producing countries in West Africa, the Ghana Cocoa Board has been maintained to 
regulate the industry after liberalization. 

The study aims at investigating how private participation in the internal marketing process has 
affected the cocoa industry in Ghana. The data used for this study was collected from sources in 
some selected cocoa growing regions in Ghana. The target population consisted of a cross 
section of employees of Licensed Buying Companies (LBCs) and Quality Control Division of 
COCOBOD. Data were collected using semi-structured questionnaires. With 94.7% response 
rate, the data was analysed using qualitative and quantitative techniques. 

The findings of this study suggest that private participation in the cocoa industry has somewhat 
facilitated competition in the industry which has in turn enabled stakeholders to realize their 
expectation of high productivity and increase in income as each improves upon their service 
quality and motivates customers, cocoa farmers, to be loyal to them. Industry competition and 
opportunities was assessed using Porter’s five forces which indicated a lack of competition 
largely due to the regulated nature of the Ghana cocoa industry. The major challenges facing the 
LBCs are the issues of financing their operations and reducing the cycle time in the supply-chain 
management.

It was also found that private participation provides the opportunity for other business creation as 
well as collaborative competition, collaborative investment and collaborative infrastructural and 
managerial development.

One major limitation of this study is that it used a relatively small sample size and like all other 
qualitative studies, there is high degree of biases in responses of participants.

It is highly recommended that further studies should assess the Performance of new LBC 
Entrants’ in the Cocoa Industry in Ghana. 

April, 2009

Anthonio David Canatus  &

Aikins Emma Darkoa

Ghana
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the authors will provide a brief history of the cocoa industry in Ghana and the 

introduction of reforms. This will continue with the problem discussion, the statement of the 

problem, purpose of the study and the scope of the research.

1.1 Background of the Cocoa Industry in Ghana

Cocoa is the backbone of Ghana’s economy and a major foreign exchange earner. It is the most 

important agricultural export crop accounting for between 25-30 percent of total export earnings 

($1.2 billion in 2007) and contributes about 10 percent to GDP. The industry employs over a 

million people in six cocoa growing regions (the Ashanti, Brong Ahafo, Eastern, Central, Volta 

and Western regions) throughout the country. In Ghana, the livelihood of six million people 

depend on cocoa, the crop therefore is invaluable to the country’s economy.

History attributes the commercial cultivation of cocoa to Tetteh Quarshie, a native who had 

travelled to Fernando Po (now Bioko in Equatorial Guinea) and returned with Amelonado cocoa 

pods (1879).

The first shipment of cocoa from the Gold Coast (Ghana’s name before independence) was made 

in 1885. However, the first documented shipment of cocoa from Ghana was in January, 1893 

when 2 bags were sent from Accra to Hamburg. The volume of cocoa export grew rapidly to 

20,000 metric tonnes in 1908, and by 1911 Ghana was the world’s leading cocoa producer, with 

41, 000 metric tonnes. In the early 1920’s, Ghana produced 165,000 – 213,000 metric tonnes, 

and contributed about 40% of the total world output. 
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In 1940, the government established the West African Produce Control Board to purchase cocoa 

under guaranteed prices from all West African countries. The experience gained from the 

establishment of the Produce Control Board through price stabilization led to the formation of a 

permanent Cocoa Marketing Board (CMB) in 1947. At its inception in 1947, the Cocoa 

Marketing Board licensed 32 buying agents, including the merchant companies to undertake the 

internal marketing of cocoa. Prices paid to farmers by local agents were determined by the 

government on account of the world market prices and local conditions.

At independence, the United Ghana Farmers Co-operative Council became the sole buying agent 

for the new Ghana Cocoa Board. After 1966 however, the multiple buying system was re-

introduced, but without expatriate companies. There were eleven wholly owned Ghanaian 

companies, including the Produce Buying Company, a subsidiary of Ghana Cocoa Board. By 

1977, the multiple buying systems was again abolished leaving the Produce Buying Division of 

the Ghana Cocoa Board to become the sole local buying agent for Ghana cocoa and handed 

purchases over to the Cocoa Marketing Company for export. However, since 1992, the multiple 

buying systems have been re-introduced with the Produce Buying Company, operating as one of 

the 20 Local Buying Companies (LBCs) - (Ghana Cocoa Marketing Company (UK), 2007).

With time the Cocobod (Ghana Cocoa Board) as is the case for most bureaucracies became 

inefficient and expensive to run in the light of falling production from 580,869 Mt in 1964/65 
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i.e., 38.59% of global output to 158,953 Mt in 1983/84 season, representing 10% of global 

output. Employees of the Cocobod in the early 1980s numbered up to 100,000.

In the early 90’s, the World Bank and the Ghanaian government discussed the possibility of 

privatizing the domestic purchasing of Cocoa. In the 1992/93 cocoa season, Cocobod approved 

the license of four private companies to buy cocoa from farmers at approved government prices 

for a commission. 

It has been observed that though the reforms have been multifaceted, one change of particular 

interest is the liberalization of the domestic cocoa purchasing market. The internal marketing 

of cocoa is completely privatized, with about 25 or more LBC’s competing at farm gate to buy 

cocoa from farmers. The LBC’s also operated along the administrative blue-print of the 

Produce Buying Division, by appointing purchasing clerks to manage cocoa buying at 

society/community level.

The resulting reforms have led to increases in the producer price of cocoa from 56 percent to 

70 percent of the fob (free on board) price over the period 1998/1999-2004/2005. The fob price 

is the price at which government sells cocoa to foreign buyers and includes, apart from a profit 

margin, all cost incurred in buying and transporting the beans to the port (Dormon et al. 2004).

In fact, some authors such as Varangis and Schreiber (2001:75) argue that “vigorous private 

sector participation and competition in these activities reduce marketing cost and margins, 

increase the share of the fob price farmers receive and improve transparency.”
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Sixteen years into the liberalization of the internal marketing system, the dilemma over control 

and market power still persist. A key feature of the marketing system in Ghana is that the 

Cocobod continues to fix the floor price for all local purchases of cocoa including transportation 

and marketing margins. 

1.2 The Internal Marketing Structure in Ghana

The most dominant institutional players in the internal marketing structure are the LBCs. These 

LBCs can be found in all the six cocoa growing regions in Ghana with exception to the Volta 

Region where only PBC the former subsidiary of Cocobod operates. Attempts by one of the 

foreign owned firms in the business-Olam Ghana Ltd-to operate there did not last beyond two 

seasons because of low productivity in the region. This affirms the assertion by Vigneri & Santos 

(2007:3), that, ‘LBCs target districts where they can lower operational costs by buying from 

fewer, but larger, producers to cut down on the number of transactions needed to break even’.

In Ghana most LBCs operate the district managerial system. Under this system the operational 

heads assess the funding needs of these districts , monies are then lodged in the accounts of the 

companies at the district. The district officers/managers then release the funds either per Akuafo 

cheque or cash to purchasing clerks who they coordinate to buy cocoa from farmers.

There are close to 3000 locations where cocoa is bought by the LBCs, these locations are termed 

as societies/buying centre-(villages, hamlets, cottages etc). These centres are manned by 

purchasing clerks (PC) acting as agents on behalf of LBCs. The PC after buying cocoa from the 

farmer prepares it for bagging at the acceptable weight. Except for PBC grading and sealing of 
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cocoa by the Quality Control Division (QCD) is done at the district depots (collection point) for 

all LBCs. The cocoa is transported in large quantities from the depots (manned by 

depot/warehouse keepers) to one of three take-over points Takoradi, Tema, and Kumasi 

(Kaasi/Abuakwa) inland ports. These truck loads are subjected to quality and weight test before 

Cocobod’s export subsidiary, the Cocoa Marketing Company (CMC) takes over at a fixed price 

that includes a fixed margin to buyers irrespective of the grade. 

LBCs Supply Chain
Many Suppliers LBCs & 2 channels                          only ONE               

Customer

upstream internal stream                             down stream 

COCOBOD
GOVERNMENT

PCs 
/CAs

COCOA 
FARMERS

D
M LBCs

INPUT 
SUPPLIERS

PCs – Purchasing Clerks; CAs - Commissioned Agents; DM – District Managers; 

Figure 1.1 LBCs Supply Chain in Ghana 
Source: Gyasi, Anthonio, Azumah (2008 u p) 
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The above figure 1 depicts a typical and basic supply chain of an LBC showing the downstream 

and upstream channels of LBCs. The single customer is Cocobod. This shows the lack of 

competition downstream and the possible market power of the regulator.

The internal marketing structure is well defined in the Ghanaian system and strictly enforced by 

Cocobod. No LBC has direct exporting arrangement with a buyer downstream except through 

Cocobod. In the same vein without a buying license as an LBC no individual or firm as the case 

may be can deal with Cocobod in the supply of cocoa beans. Likewise, it is only cocoa that has 

been inspected for grading and has been sealed that is accepted at the takeover centres.

The situation is not the same and is rather complex in the Ivory Coast. Figure 2 below describes 

in pictorial form what is called the Cote d’Ivoire Cocoa Pipeline.



Figure 1.2 Cote d’Ivoire Cocoa Pipe line 
Adapted from Cocoa Farmers 

Cote d’Ivoire Cocoa Pipe line                         
Adapted from Cocoa Farmers – An update, March, 2005

7
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1.3 Internal Marketing and the Value Chain

According to Porter (1996), a value chain is a chain of activities. Products pass through all 

activities of the chain in order and at each activity the products gains some value. The chain of 

activities gives the products more added value than the sum of added values of all activities. The 

value chain groups the basic value-adding activities of an organization. The primary activities are 

made up of inbound logistics, operations (production), outbound logistics, marketing etc. 

The support activities include; administrative infrastructure management, human resource 

management, information technology, and procurement. The ultimate aim of the value chain 

analysis is to maximize value creation while minimizing cost. In cocoa the total value chain from 

the farmer to the finished product at a glance looks simple but is complex in reality. Haque 

(2004:17), depicts the value chain-‘as cocoa moved from the farmgate to the port for export and 

then on to the final consumer, it goes through both a process of handling (i.e., grading of output, 

packaging, domestic transport, paperwork, trade finance, etc.) and actual physical processing, 

which consist at the earliest stage (usually carried out by the grower himself) of drying the fruit 

and preparing the beans, and later of producing the finished product, usually in the form of 

chocolate’. The sketch of this value chain is provided by Talbot, as cited by Haque (2004) as 

follows:

Cocoa pods .> rest .> remove seeds .> ferment .> dry .> cocoa beans .> roast .> shell .> cocoa 

nibs .> grind .> chocolate liquor .> press .> cocoa butter and powder .> chocolate (along with the 

input of sugar and milk).

As demonstrated above, the cocoa beans, moves from the farmer after drying and fermentation to 

the village purchasing clerk who does beans segregation, bulking and bagging after which the 

bags are transported to the district depot of the LBC. This district representative of the LBC does
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some handling, arranges for grading of the cocoa by QCD before it is conveyed to the port for 

takeover. The question arises, how various steps along the value chain are controlled and 

coordinated. In particular, the question arises as to how improvements in productive efficiency 

get shared between producers of primary products in developing countries. Situations where 

efforts at improving quality do not result in improved form of reward for effort discourage chain 

players. 

For our purpose we would reconstruct the value chain showing only those stages that are affected 

by the internal marketing supply chain and introducing some value additions in the process. 

Cocoa pods .> rest .> remove seeds .> ferment .> dry .> cocoa beans .> segregation (colour and 

size) .> bulking .> bagging .> primary transportation .> warehousing .> grading .> secondary 

transportation (to port). This chain is typical of the Ghanaian system. The cocoa value chain in 

Ghana is more involving owing to the attention paid to quality. This makes the handling cost of 

Ghana cocoa seemingly higher from production to marketing particularly due to intensive quality 

assessment. 

The situation in Indonesia is markedly different because their competitive advantage is to 

produce much cheaper beans in large quantities. The Indonesian Sulawesi cocoa value chain and 

its strengths are described by Panlibuton and Meyer (2004). According to these writers ‘with 

farmers receiving up to 85 percent of the FOB price, the small remaining balance is shared 

among the many other participants in the value chain. The margin between the FOB price and 

the farm gate price in Indonesia can be broken down into marketing and logistical costs (10%), 

collector/trader margin (3-4%), and exporter margin (2%)’. ‘The highly competitive nature of the 

marketing system, good transportation and infrastructure, and the relative lack of government 

interference in the cocoa value chain have helped to sustain this high percentage of the FOB 

price for cocoa farmers in Indonesia’. Moreover Indonesian cocoa farmers also complain of lack 
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of price differentiation for improved quality. The temptation for short-term profit maximization 

is therefore very high. This situation runs through the cocoa value chain resulting in traders and 

collectors-as in Indonesia-to be adding waste to the cocoa in order to gain weight. This creates 

additional cost for bean processors. The result is a lack of transparency and mistrust between 

traders and processors making the value chain less efficient.
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GLOBAL COCOA VALUE CHAIN

(GHANA’S MAP)

Cocoa Production by Smallholder Farmers

External Semi-Finished/Finished Manufacturers (Industry)

External Brokers/Trade 
House, etc

Chocolate & Other Products Marketing Organisations

Domestic Processors

Government 
COCOBOD 

Research Inst. 
Shipping 
Entities 
ICCO/COPAL

Others

Enabling Environment Collection and Bagging (LBCs)

Quality Assurance (COCOBOD)

Warehousing & Other Logistics (Private & COCOBOD)

Haulage of Cocoa by Private Hauliers

Sales (CMC)

Figure 3 Global Cocoa Value Chain: Ghana’s Map

Source: Adapted from Osei (2007)
The general outlook of Ghana’s value chain is provided at figure 3. This figure depicts the 

typical cocoa value chain but with some unique attributes that differentiates the Ghanaian 

approach from the global approach. The difference here arises from the quality assurance-
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mandatory- after the beans are taken from the farmer. All traders by statutory regulation must 

submit the produce for inspection upcountry. The produce is graded and sealed before being 

transported to the take-over centres. Moreover, the produce is checked before take-over at the 

ports and is subjected to further inspection when shipment is to be made. These checks have 

ensured Ghana maintains a quality standard for its produce, enabling a premium value on the 

world market.   

The study will take a look at Ghana’s cocoa industry reforms in relation to the internal marketing 

process.

1.4  Definition of Terms

1.4.1 Internal Marketing Process

In Ghana, internal marketing in the cocoa industry is simply the totality of all those activities 

involving licensed buyers, that ensures that cocoa beans from the farm gate reaches the state 

monopoly and sole exporter of cocoa i.e., cocobod. This process involves various actors 

including purchasing clerks, agents and traders who deal with the LBCs. Internal marketing in 

this case relates more to the supply chain and is distinct from ‘internal marketing’ as found in the 

literature on services marketing and service management. In the case of Cote d’Ivoire, this 

process is different and complex. In the Cote d’Ivoire, export by private buyers is allowed and in 

many cases only constrained by the lack of capacity by these local buyers to deliver on export. 
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By so doing multinational firms take over the cocoa from local buyers and cooperative groups 

and arrange for exports.  

1.4.2 Partial Liberalization

This refers to the nature of marketing arrangement in place within the Ghanaian context. In this 

arrangement firms are limited by the government regulations regarding produce price, buyers 

and transportation margins and the export of cocoa. In Ghana, the cocobod fixes produce price at 

the beginning of the purchasing season and no buyer must buy below this price. Margins for all 

participants are fixed per ton or bag of cocoa delivered and taken over by cocobod. 

Partial liberalization is used in a sense to mean that the Ghanaian market is not fully liberalized 

as a result of those restrictions earlier mentioned.

1.4.3  Cocoa Season

In Ghana, we have two official cocoa seasons. The major season is termed ‘main crop season’ 

and is usually between October to June. The second, termed ‘light or mid crop season’ is 

between July to September.

1.4.4  Akuafo Cheque

This is a special cheque for cocoa farmers designed specifically to pay for cocoa purchases. 

Unlike normal cheques printed by the banks for customers, these cheques are submitted by LBCs 
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to the banks for authentication and reissue to same LBCs for use in exchange for produce sold by 

farmers. It bears the name of the farmer and weight in kilograms of cocoa sold.

1.5 The Problem Discussion

In the view of Vigneri and Santos (2007), liberalization has led to declining quality and yields, 

which has adversely affected earnings in terms of premium payment on the international 

market for cocoa. Lessons from countries that have had liberalized markets much earlier than 

Ghana, show they have loose quality control systems which has also led to exports of poor 

quality beans. It has been observed that though the reforms have been multifaceted, one change 

of particular interest is the liberalization of the domestic cocoa purchasing market. Ghana 

remains the only producer nation where the entire volume of exports is done by the state.

In Cote d’Ivoire, farmers anxious to pay their pre-harvest credit tended to rush cocoa beans for 

sale. Traders and agents dealing in cocoa also behave similarly in order to quickly turn around 

their working capital commercialization therefore became the overriding goal. This coupled 

with the lack of up-country grading made cocoa from Cote d’Ivoire cheaper than cocoa from 

its neighbor, Ghana, (Amoah, 1994).

Wilcox and Abbot (2004), suggest that liberalization of cocoa markets was to ensure greater 

percentage of the world price to the farmer and for purposes of improving efficiency, link 

changes in the supply chain to liberal market forces. The large gap between the farm gate price 
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and the price received from cocoa exports is expected to worsen. Such a situation is possible 

because agents in the longer supply chain reap rents that previously accrued to government as 

taxes.

The obvious vulnerability of farmers in the face of unstable world market and concentrated 

multinational companies has lead to concerns as to the effects of structural adjustment reforms. 

ICCO (2000:5) observes that “A lack of competition along cocoa supply chain means that 

farmers capture as little as 0.5% of the retail price for cocoa. It goes on to say that, small farmers 

often cash strapped and isolated, are easy prey for local traders, exporters and subsidiaries of 

multinational trading and processing companies, which can offer them low prices in exchange 

for their crop”.

Introduction of private participation has improved competition and the speed and coverage of 

cocoa purchasing from the farm gate. Credit facilities are made available to farmers including 

other incentive schemes like Insecticides, pesticides and fertilizer credit schemes.

Conversely, the cocobod sees privatization as having resulted in some level of deterioration of 

quality of cocoa purchased and non-compliance of the ‘Akuafo Cheque’ payment system, 

making farmers vulnerable to loss in revenue.

There is a lot of geopolitical influence in cocoa marketing. The reality of market power is not 

created by the market shares of an LBC but is strongly exercised by the regulator Cocobod. This 
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is reflected in cocoa pricing and margins for marketers, these margins many a time do not reflect 

the cost of sales in the business rendering marketers helpless with huge operational cost. 

Decisions on what to pay as producer price, transport and marketing margins among others rest 

in the hands of the Producer Price Review Committee (PPRC). 

Observations of these LBCS show a high turnover rate for new entrants and sinking fortunes for 

older firms. Losses from purchasing activities are very rampant, threatening the modest gains 

made from these institutional reforms. According to Laven (2007:1) competition among LBCs is 

more on volume of purchases instead of price. The features of the market that has compelled 

competition among LBCs are firstly; a survival imperative arising from tight margins, combined 

with high village-specific fixed cost e.g. transportation cost, this creates strong incentive for 

LBCs to increase purchases within their villages of operation (Fafchamps 1994 cited in Zeitlin 

2006). Furthermore, the legal requirement that, LBCs achieve a volume of purchases exceeding 

10,000 tons of cocoa for two consecutive years prior to the issuance of an export license has 

contributed to the competition among these firms (Zeitlin 2006:7).  

The introduction of private participation in internal marketing of cocoa has not been without 

challenges to the LBCs and the industry as a whole. 

1.5.1 Statement of the Problem

The researchers propose to study the impact of partial liberalization on private participation in 

cocoa marketing.
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1.6 Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this research is to investigate how private participation in the internal marketing 

process has affected the cocoa industry in Ghana.

1.7 Research Questions

 How has private participation met stakeholder expectations? 

 What are the constraints to LBCs growth in a partially liberalized cocoa industry?

 What opportunities exist for LBCs to exploit for growth?

1.8 Limitations of the Study

A major limitation was that of attitude of respondents especially the District Officers and Port 

Officers of LBCs to the study. Many would only fill in the information if the name of the LBC in 

which they work can be omitted.

Another limitation was that of constraint of resources particularly travelling and lodging 

expenses to administer questionnaires in the study areas which are wide spread. This limitation 

coupled with time constraints affected to a large extent the sample size that was chosen and the 

need to delimit the study area.

1.9 Delimitations of the Study

This study is delimited to Licensed Buying companies (LBCs) involved in the internal marketing 

of cocoa in Ghana. Also, it will in most part dwell on the period from 1992 to date in the 
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evaluation of private participation. Reference will be made though to relevant facts which may 

date earlier than this period.  

In the administration of instruments stakeholders were delimited to the QCD representing 

COCOBOD as the industry stakeholder this is because the QCD is the most visible COCOBOD 

arm in the operations of the LBCs. Others were the internal stakeholders such as employees 

including management staff. 

The focus is on the Ghana cocoa industry though some comparisons were made with other major 

producers like Cote d’Ivoire, Nigeria, Indonesia, among others. Furthermore, only three out of 

seven (Cocobod demarcated) regions were selected for this study. 

CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This section reviews some recent studies carried out on private participation in Ghana’s cocoa 

industry. It will further look at stakeholder expectations and constraints to growth of LBCs. It 

will end by looking at opportunities for LBCs growth in a partial liberalization.
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2.2 Reforms and Private Participation in Ghana’s Cocoa Sector 

In the early 1980`s, as part of the governments Economic Recovery Programme, measures were 

put in place to restructure the cocoa industry in an attempt to arrest its declining production trend 

at the time. The cocoa sector reforms which were implemented through the Cocoa Rehabilitation 

Programme (CRP) and the Agricultural Sector Adjustment Programme (AGSAC) resulted in 

several major policy changes. Among them were the following:

The staff level of over 100,000 in the early 1980`s was reduced to 10,400 in 1995.The staff 

position of the Board as at May 2003 was 5,140. Divested all 92 publicly owned coffee and 

cocoa plantations.

Responsibility for cocoa feeder roads shifted from Cocobod to the Department of Feeder Roads.

Joint ventures were established in a Formulation Plant and two Cocoa Processing factories.

Cocoa inputs distribution was also privatised. Cocobod initiated measures to generate private 

sector interest in the procurement and distribution of cocoa farm inputs. 

It is the policy of the Cocobod to sustain the various changes made so far with the view to 

strengthening the cocoa industry with regard to efficiency and effectiveness in the future.

Before 1992, Ghana’s cocoa sector was characterized by a marketing system totally dominated 

by the state owned Cocobod. Earlier attempts at private participation in the 1960’s and 1970’s 

were not successful.  The initial market development was initiated and controlled by foreign 
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firms, both on the local and export fronts Amoah (1998:69). Marketing of cocoa during the post

1960 period was by various groups of people namely, farmers, traders, government institutions 

such as marketing boards and the ruling governments. The writer was of the view that marketing 

arrangements during the 1960-1992 period served in most cases as a channel for re-distribution 

of wealth to suit the prevailing political authorities. 

Until 1992, when private participation in internal marketing was re-introduced, the industry had 

to endure 14 crop seasons (1977-1992) of unitary buying. The Cocobod through its purchasing 

subsidiary the Produce Buying Company (PBC) exercised monopolistic power in the market. 

Ghana lost its position as leading producer during this period falling from over 30 percent to 10 

percent of world output by the 1983/84 crop season.

The multiple buying system that existed during 1966/67-1976/77 crop seasons were 

characterized by the following:

 Licenses were issued only to Ghanaian indigenous companies.

 The government fixed minimum producer prices.

 The buying firms lacked adequate funds and relied on the Marketing Board to pre-finance 

their operations.

 Declarations of cocoa purchases were not reliable and affected the forward sales planning 

of Cocoa Marketing Company (CMC), a subsidiary of the Marketing Board.
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In 1992 the internal market was deregulated with a number of local and foreign owned trading 

companies, known as LBCs emerging in all growing areas of southern Ghana. In 2000, the 

government privatized PBC. Subsequently, the government by law granted that purchasing 

companies that fulfilled certain criteria could be issued export license to directly export 30 

percent of their output. Albeit backed by law, this aspect of the reform has yet to be 

implemented.

2.3 Impact of Private Participation on the Cocoa Industry

In a research carried by Ruf & de Milly (1990 cited in McIntire & Varangis 1999) the writers 

conclude that marketing cost and taxes were lower in countries such as Nigeria, Indonesia and 

Brazil. This according to them was because these countries rely on free markets as against those 

with marketing boards such as Ghana or stabilization funds as in Cote d'Ivoire called caisse de 

stabilization (CAISTAB).

In trying to assess the effects of liberalization Varangis & Schreiber (2001 cited in Haque 2004) 

have essentially concentrated on the producers share in the fob price. Farm gate prices as a 

proportion of the export price are higher (70-90 percent ) in Brazil, Indonesia, Malaysia, Nigeria 

and Cameroon- countries free of state marketing- than in Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire (less than 

50%) which did have state marketing.

These writers showed to a greater extent that abolishing of state marketing authority reduced 

domestic marketing cost and taxes.
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In theory, it is believed that privatization will result in higher farm gate prices resulting in 

increase in output. However, factors such as pest and disease control as well as adequate input 

supply can influence cocoa output Amoah (1998:70)

Teal & Vigneri (2004:1) argue that, “The issue of how agricultural markets respond to price 

liberalization is a central issue in development policy and one that has been surrounded by much 

controversy”. Writers such as McIntine & Varangis (1999:1), Teal & Vigneri (2004) & Haque 

(2004:7) are of the view that liberalizing major cocoa producing countries export marketing will 

help to improve livelihood of producers and other marketing chain players. Farmers’ share of the 

net fob price in Ghana has seen consistent upsurge recently, increasing from 67.00% in 2000/01, 

67.09% in 2002/03, and 68.11% in 2004/05 to 72.19 in 2006/07 crop years (Cocobod). 

Figure 2.1 below shows the Ghana’s production trend for the past eight years. It provides an 

insight into how Ghana’s output has grown from 2001/2002 – 2008/2009 seasons in tons.
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Figure 2.1 Cocoa Production in Ghana: 2001/2002 – 2008/2009 seasons 

Source: Authors’ Own derived from COCOBOD internal records

It is interesting to note that despite the liberalized market average purchases for the decade 1991-

2002 was around 347,000 tonnes (Vigneri and Santos, 2007). However, the above figures 

starting from the 2002/2003 season show the tremendous growth in purchases unprecedented in 

the history of the Ghana cocoa industry. The impact liberalization has made notwithstanding, this 

trend may not be attributed only to increased producer price but also to good policy measures 

embarked upon by the Ghanaian Government. The country has set a target of 1.0 million tonnes 

of cocoa production by 2010/2011. The Ghanaian Minister of Finance and Economic Planning 

(August, 2008) enumerated some of these policy initiatives as:

 Increased producer price and payment of bonuses;

 Effective diseases and pest control exercise;

 Improved agronomic practices on cocoa farms;

 Increased value addition to cocoa;

 Expansion of the hi-tech programme through increased use of fertilizer application; and

 Improved infrastructure base for the industry.

Market institutions and their impact on productivity is documented in Zeitlin (2006). The paper 

seeks to empirically test the proposition that liberalization of agricultural marketing institutions 

has lead to productivity gains in the Ghanaian cocoa sector.
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According to the writer the Ghanaian cocoa sector has borne witness to rising producer prices 

and-particularly in the last few years-a production boom. In his view, an aspect of the reform that 

is of particular interest to the study of developing country agricultural policy is the partial 

liberalization of the domestic cocoa purchasing market. The writer attempts to distinguish the 

reforms to cocoa marketing institutions on the one hand and reforms to the cocoa sector in 

general and changes in international prices on the other hand.

It may however, be noted that many writers have excessively attributed growth in yield to 

increases in percentage of fob price paid to the farmer. The effect of institutional reforms as 

noted by (ibid), is of significance, moreover, good cocoa sector reform policy implementations 

with the requisite political will as in the case of Ghana, have contributed immensely to the 

doubling in yield of cocoa. The question remains as to what impact the reform of the cocoa 

industry has had on players in the marketing chain.

2.4 Meeting Stakeholder Expectations

Stake holders in Ghana’s cocoa industry may vary from farmers, LBCs, Input suppliers, 

financial institutions, the Local Authority and the Courts, COCOBOD and its subsidiaries among 

others. On the part of LBCs the District Officer (DO) was the focal point of most questions 

because the district management team is pivotal to the LBC field operational strategy. For 

stakeholders such as farmers and COCOBOD Head Office some literature will be referred to in 

an attempt to answer how private participation has met stakeholder expectations. 

2.4.1 Farmers as Stakeholders
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Private participation in other words liberalization was expected to enhance efficiency in 

marketing chain and raise farm income. 

Wilcox & Abbott (2006:2) mention that concerns have been raised about the negative effects of 

cocoa market liberalization. According to the study by these authors it is believed that 

competition may be weak at the farm gate level to the disadvantage of the farmers. This is 

especially where imperfect market economies prevail. Farmers in remote areas with few 

competing buyers, agents or traders and constrained of good market information will be 

exploited. In totally liberalized environments or countries where prices are not fixed like the 

Ghanaian system the likelihood of such farmer inadequacies are possible. It is further believed 

that the inability of farmers’ to measure product quality at farm gate also contribute to 

exploitation. There is the possibility that because of the exertion of market power by buying 

agents where efficiency gains in the market in terms of evacuation cost, transportation cost and 

fuel prices arise then margins are likely to contain rents that accrue to private agents and not 

farmers. 

In Ghana the increase number of LBC activity competing for cocoa has resulted in farmers 

choosing from among LBCs based on those that provide cash and credit.  Many farmers often 

cash strapped and constrained in attempts to invest in their productive ventures are likely to be 

the poorest according to welfare indicators Vigneri & Santos (2008:5). These writers conclude 

that liberalization may have had a progressive impact on Ghana’s cocoa farmers.

2.4.2 COCOBOD as Stakeholders
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There is usually the perception of quality deteriorating arising out of competition due to 

liberalization. 

It is argued that liberalization of markets for tropical crops may lead to decline in export quality. 

Gilbert & Tollens (2002) looked at this argument in the specific case of Cameroonian cocoa 

exports. They argued in conclusion that there is no evidence pointing to significant quality 

problems arising from market liberalization. Rather it was observed that increased competition 

among buyers resulted in intermediaries taking over some processing functions of farmers. 

Similar allegations that LBCs are cheating farmers by fixing scales and agents pressing of 

farmers to sell wet and under-fermented cocoa to increase their turn over of cocoa loads is to be 

found in Vigneri & Santos (2008:17). The writers further state that “this aspect has had 

detrimental effect on the quality of the beans and ultimately, on farmers benefit from cocoa 

sales”.

2.5 Constraints to LBC Growth in Ghana

Literature sources in relation to the above are meant to attempt answering the research question 

in relation to constraints to LBCs’ growth in Ghana. This has been done under various sub-

headings each of which highlights a constraint.

2.5.1 Low Buyer Margins

The Ghana Cocoa Farmers Survey (GCFS) data between 2001/02 and 2003/04 provides 

information on active LBCs in selected villages over the course of two rounds of survey. 
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The survey revealed that six LBCs operating in 2001/02 had gone out of business by 2003/04. 

Zeitlin (2006) concludes that the bankruptcy rate among LBCs is so high meaning that margins 

paid by government for cocoa delivered do not allow for easy operations in the purchasing 

market. Margin paid to traders as fixed by the government in Ghana is noted to be one of the 

lowest in the sub region as found in Vigneri and Santos (2007:2). This is due to very huge 

exporter margins and taxes accruing to the state from the industry. 

2.5.2 Excessive Market Power of Cocobod

The market power exercised by Cocobod in the Ghana cocoa industry makes it extremely 

difficult for many LBCs to operate efficiently using its regulatory arms QCD and CMC. Firms 

are at the receiving end of policies affecting them without being consulted. 

2.5.3 Poor Financial Management

A look into the history of private participation in internal marketing of cocoa in Ghana shows 

various approaches to buying have been tried involving multiple firms since 1947 but could not 

be sustained and was abolished in 1977. 
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The reasons for the abolishing of the multiple buying system were various. A few of which are; 

the lack of adequate working capital and over reliance on the Cocoa Marketing Board for funds. 

The improper and unreliable records of these firms, which creates problems for the Boards 

forward sales planning. Most firms incurred heavy losses and could not cover for their 

operational cost some of which were as a result of diversion of funds into other activities 

unrelated to cocoa. 

The lessons of the past was expected to guide the reintroduction of multiple buying but the 

system as it is now has not been without its own inherent challenges.

The internal marketing business model is attractive from the outside but being price takers, these 

firms are at the receiving end of the board’s policies which have almost always been top down in 

approach. Kusi (2006) raised issues affecting the smooth operations of the Produce Buying 

Company (PBC), the leading LBC in terms of market share in Ghana. His comments summed

the frustrations of LBCs between 2004/05 and 2005/06 seasons. 

2.5.4 High Finance Cost

The cost of borrowing is expensive on the finance market in Ghana. This coupled with the time it 

takes to get funds locked up in stocks of cocoa released makes it very risky to do business in the 

industry as an LBC. Access to funds is yet another challenge especially for new entrants. 

COCOBOD usually do not advance seed money to new LBCs until after the first year of 

operation. And to qualify for renewal of LBC license a firm must have at least purchased 2000 

tons of cocoa by the end of any crop season. This excludes LBCs cost of inputs and warehouses 
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to get the business going. It has therefore become a ritual that about one half of all newly 

licensed LBCs are either inactive or fold up before their fifth anniversary. 

The decision to reject huge stocks of cocoa due to confusion over categorization and grading by 

Cocobod through its quality control outfit QCD resulted in stock hold ups up-country in the 

2004/05 season. Huge stocks of cocoa up-country and at the ports were rejected on issues 

regarding purple beans upsurge. Cocobod decided to pay LBCs a percentage of the actual 

purchase price paid for cocoa from the farm-gate.

The holding of stocks was for several months. The working capital of LBCs was locked in stocks 

while interest on the funds continued to accumulate.

2.5.5 Unfavourable Operational Environment

The Produce Buying Company (PBC) asked for serious evaluation of current relationship 

between LBCs and Cocobod and its divisions that regulated the cocoa industry. This is a result of 

the unfavourable operational environment and bureaucratic practices of Cocobod putting severe 

strain on the finances of the company. This forced the company to record net operational loss of 

about $3.1million for year 2005 and a reduction in shareholder funds by 37 percent.

2.5.6 Competing In Volumes Instead of Price

Laven (2007), concluded that LBCs are constrained by the fixed pricing regime to compete on 

volume instead of price. In such a situation LBCs have to adopt many non price strategies such 

as ‘investing in local purchasers of cocoa and making sure the PC is trustworthy and motivated 

to serve farmers’ needs; investing directly in farmers and providing them with prompt payment,
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bonuses, gifts, rewards, (subsidized) inputs credit and training, and invest in maintaining durable 

social relations with their suppliers.

2.5.7 Poor Infrastructural Facilities 

There is a lack of storage facilities up-country on the part of LBCs and at the ports for Cocobod’s 

utilization. This result in congestions at the ports, according to Adu-Gyamerah (2007) in the 

Daily Graphic, Ghana’s leading newspaper, ‘especially in October, November and December 

(peak season) leading to large sums of funds being locked up in stocks at the ports through no 

fault of LBCs. Sometimes loaded trucks wait for more than 30 days to be offloaded’. 

2.5.8 Funds Cycle Time

The profitability or otherwise of LBCs as earlier discussed is depended more on volume than on 

price. To efficiently manage this situation means LBCs doing very well in their cycle time 

(period within which funds locked in stocks are released to be utilized again). This issue of cycle 

time brings to the fore Cocobods bureaucratic approaches to business as captured by Gyamerah,

(2007). Deliveries to the port must be followed by Cocoa Taken Over Receipts (CTOR), and 

attached documents before LBCs can raise invoices on Cocobod. This process can be unbearably 

long and frustrating, whereas interest charges on funds accrue most often to the advantage of 

Cocobod. In some instances this process from the time of arrival of stocks at the port to issuing 

invoice on Cocobod may take 60 days excluding the waiting period for payment to be effected. 

Repayment cycles are therefore extremely long leading to incentive by LBCs to limit search cost 

which can adversely affect quality.
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2.6 Competitive Forces in the Industry

The attractiveness, profitability and opportunities for growth in industries are affected by a 

number of factors that interconnect. The industrial economist Michael Porter (1979, 1980) 

identifies five forces that can impact the attractiveness of an industry as well as its profitability 

for which organisations needs to develop sustainable competitive strategy. These five forces are 

rivalry among firms, bargaining power of suppliers, bargaining power of buyers, barriers to 

entry and exit, and threat of substitutes. The model is depicted in Figure 2.1
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Figure 2.2    Porter’s Five Forces of Competition                                                             
Source: http://www.quickmba.com/strategy/porter.shtml

Rivalry

The competition from other firms in the industry affects the profitability of each firm in the 

industry. Generally where there are more firms in the industry, and each fights for market share, 

other things being equal, the profit that each firm can earn is likely to be low. However the 

http://www.quickmba.com/strategy/porter.shtml
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profitability of each firm will depend on the industry concentration ratio (CR); how many 

competing firms dominate the total market share. The CR indicates the percent of market share

held by the four largest firms A high concentration ratio indicates that a high concentration of 

market share is held by the largest firms - the industry is concentrated. With only a few firms 

holding a large market share, the competitive landscape is less competitive (closer to a 

monopoly). A low concentration ratio indicates that the industry is characterized by many rivals, 

with none having no significant market share. 

Threat Of Substitutes

In Porter's model, substitute products refer to products in other industries. To the economist, a 

threat of substitutes exists when a product's demand is affected by the price change of a 

substitute product. A product's price elasticity is affected by substitute products - as more 

substitutes become available, the demand becomes more elastic since customers have more 

alternatives. A close substitute product constrains the ability of firms in an industry to raise 

prices.

Buyer Power

The power of buyers is the impact that customers have on a producing industry. In general, when 

buyer power is strong, the relationship to the producing industry is near to what an economist 

terms a monopsony - a market in which there are many suppliers and one buyer. Under such 
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market conditions, the buyer sets the price. In reality few pure monopsonies exist, but frequently 

there is some asymmetry between a producing industry and buyers.

A producing industry requires raw materials - labor, components, and other supplies. This 

requirement leads to buyer-supplier relationships between the industry and the firms that provide 

it the raw materials used to create products. Suppliers, if powerful, can exert an influence on the 

producing industry, such as selling raw materials at a high price to capture some of the industry's 

profits. The factors that determine supplier power include: Level of integration, concentration of 

suppliers, threat by suppliers, switching cost, concentration of purchases.

Barriers to Entry / Threat of Entry

It is not only the existing rivals that pose a threat to firms in an industry; the possibility that new 

firms may enter the industry also affects competition. In theory, any firm should be able to enter 

and exit a market, and if free entry and exit exists, then profits always should be nominal. In 

reality, however, industries possess characteristics that protect the high profit levels of firms in 

the market and preventing additional rivals from entering the market. These are barriers to entry.

Barriers to entry are unique industry characteristics that define the industry. Barriers reduce the 

rate of entry of new firms, thus maintaining a level of profits for those already in the industry. 

From a strategic perspective, barriers can be created or exploited to enhance a firm's competitive 

advantage. Barriers to entry include entry-deterring pricing established by the industry. Barriers 

to entry arise from several sources: Government creates barriers, Patents and proprietary 
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knowledge serve to restrict entry into an industry, Asset specificity inhibits entry into an 

industry, Organizational (Internal) Economies of Scale. The most cost efficient level of 

production is termed Minimum Efficient Scale (MES). This is the point at which unit costs for 

production are at minimum - i.e., the most cost efficient level of production. If MES for firms in 

an industry is known, then we can determine the amount of market share necessary for low cost 

entry or cost parity with rivals. For example, in long distance communications roughly 10% of 

the market is necessary for MES. If sales for a long distance operator fail to reach 10% of the 

market, the firm is not competitive.

Barriers to exit works similarly to barriers to entry. Exit barriers limit the ability of a firm to 

leave the market and can exacerbate rivalry - unable to leave the industry, a firm must compete. 

Some of the factors that cause easy entry include: common technology, little brand franchise, 

access to distribution channels, low scale threshold, etc.  Difficult entry factors include: Patented 

or proprietary know-how, difficulty in brand switching, restricted distribution channels, high 

scale threshold, etc. Saleable assets, low exit costs, independent businesses, etc, are factors for 

easy exit, while specialised assets, high exit costs and interrelated businesses 

(http://www.quickmba.com/mgmt/expectancy-theory/, 2009)

2.7 Opportunities that LBCs can Exploit for Growth

http://www.quickmba.com/mgmt/expectancy-theory
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Discussions earlier have shown how defined the Ghanaian cocoa economy is in terms of profits. 

This leaves very little room for maneuvering by LBCs. A number of opportunities exist for the 

stakeholders in the cocoa industry as a result of the privatization (Vigneri & Santos, 2008). 

Notable among them are the creation of new businesses such as haulage, warehousing and niche 

marketing of specific quality of cocoa. Kusi (2006) in order to boost morale of shareholders 

after a difficult year stated at an Annual General Meeting of PBC that one of the methods to 

place the company back to sustained path of profitability is to increase freight earnings from 

haulage to port. 

There is also the opportunity of collaborative investment, collaborative competition and 

collaborative infrastructuural and managerial development (Vigneri & Santos, 2008). In this 

regard LBCs must be prepared to cope with the challenges of globalization . Informal 

partnerships are developing with specific producer groups in order to extend control over supply 

chains, better regulate quality of beans and to generate consistent supply Menter (2005:7). The 

writer was of the view that the vertical integration of multinational processors is changing the 

face of cocoa marketing.

Likewise, new opportunities in ‘differentiation’ are opening due to the evolution of the 

chocolate and cocoa based ingredients market in the US, Petchers (2009:15). “[There is a] 

growing demand for gourmet, natural and environmentally and socially responsible consumer 

goods (ibid). Marketers like LBCs must act fast to coordinate the efforts and organize within the 

supply chain to get ones cocoa to those buyers.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter will cover the research methods applied in this study. The research design will be 

described and this will be followed by the research strategy, research approach, the sampling 

technique and data collection methods.

3.2 Research Design

Malhotra & Birks (2007:64) defines research design as ‘a framework or blueprint for conducting 

a research project. It details the procedures necessary for obtaining the information needed to 

structure or solve research problems’.
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The research design specifies the details-the practical aspects-of implementing that approach, 

though the broad approach to the problem has already been developed. The design lays the 

foundation for conducting the project. 

The components of a Research Design are provided in ibid as follows:

 Define information needed

 Decide whether the overall design is exploratory, descriptive or causal

 Design the sequence of techniques of understanding and/or measurement.

 Construct and pretest an appropriate form of data collection or questionnaire

 Specify the qualitative and/or quantitative sampling process and sample size

 Develop a plan of qualitative and/or quantitative data analysis

A research design may be broadly classified as exploratory or conclusive (descriptive/causal). 

An exploratory research is conducted in order to create a basic understanding of conditions, 

events, courses of events and actions. It is characterized by a flexible and evolving approach to 

understand phenomena that are inherently difficult to measure. The objective here is to develop 

understanding and provide insights.

A conclusive research design test specific hypotheses and examine relationships. It is 

characterized by the measurement of clearly defined phenomena. The objective is to examine.

The nature of the current research is exploratory because the research process is flexible, 

unstructured and may evolve. Information needed may be loosely defined. Small sample sizes 

may be used and data analysis will be qualitative.
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3.3 Research Strategy

The formulation of a research strategy depends on what the writer wants to achieve. Research 

strategy, according to Yin (2003), “is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary 

phenomenon within its real life context especially when the boundaries between phenomenon 

and concept are not clearly evident”. There are five primary research strategies in social sciences 

to collect empirical data. They are experiment, survey, history, a case study and an analysis of 

archival records (ibid). This study is employing survey as a research strategy.

3.4 Research Approach

There are two main research approaches to choose from when conducting a research in social 

science. These are qualitative and quantitative methods. In this research a combination of 

qualitative and quantitative approaches were employed. The nature of our research problem 

demands that we reach out to the subjects of our research that is, the multi-stakeholders of the 

cocoa industry.  This makes our study qualitative, but quantitative methods will be engaged 

especially in the analyses and interpretation of data.

The qualitative or quantitative methods refer to the way the researcher chooses to treat and 

analyze the selected data. Selectivity and distance to the object of research characterize a 

quantitative approach, whereas a qualitative approach is characterized by nearness to the object 

of research.

Both approaches have their own strengths and weaknesses. There is one significant difference 

between these two approaches. 
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The results of a quantitative approach are based on numbers and statistics that are presented in 

figures. ‘Quantitative researchers tend to rely heavily on deductive reasoning, beginning with 

certain premises (e.g., hypotheses, theories) and then drawing logical conclusions from them 

Leedy & Ormrod (2005:96)’.

In qualitative approach, the focus lies on describing an event with the use of words. It is also 

based largely on the researcher’s own description, emotions and reactions. ‘Qualitative 

researchers make considerable use of inductive reasoning: They make many specific 

observations and then draw inferences about larger and more general phenomena’, (ibid).

This study is basically qualitative in approach. The rationale is to gain information from industry 

participants their opinion on private participation in internal marketing of cocoa in Ghana.

A qualitative design method was chosen in order to do analysis of responses and explanation 

building which involve understanding of complexity and detail to achieve the desired results for

this research. However, the qualitative approach will incorporate some dimensions of 

quantitative technique since views of participants will be grouped into frequencies and 

percentages. The authors chose this approach since it will enable them look into all areas of the 

topic at hand.

3.5 Data Collection

According to Saunders et al (2007:322) there are two main approaches to data collection namely, 

primary and the secondary data. He further explained that, primary data is collected basically 
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when a particular purpose arises whiles secondary data are already collected data which has been 

published and for which new researchers can rely on as a source of information.

3.5.1 Primary Data

This is data originated by the researcher specifically to address the research problem Malhotra & 

Birks (2007:94). Burns (2000) as cited in Assiamah et al (2008) argued that, primary data are 

first hand information gotten for a research. This could be in the form of an interview, records 

written and kept by people involved in, or who bear witness to an event. There are six available 

forms of collecting qualitative empirical data. These are documentation, archival records, 

interviews, direct observation, practical observation and physical artifacts Yin (1994) as cited in 

Khiabani (2006).

For the purpose of this research the authors are employing questionnaires as their primary data 

source. Five different questionnaires will be administered to 5 groups of respondents. Many open 

ended questions relating to our research questions were asked in order to obtain unbridled 

answers.

3.5.2 Secondary Data

Secondary data are data that have already been collected for purposes other than the problem at 

hand. They are existing information made up of publications such as books, journals, articles, 

internet sources and many other already established facts. In this study, data on LBCs activities 

were searched for or explored from Research Department of Cocobod.
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According to Saunders et al (2003:201-202), the advantages of using this source of data are that 

resource are saved, in particular, time and money. Secondly, the researcher is able to analyse far 

and larger data sets. Secondary data may be internal or external.

3.5.2.1 Internal data

It is that data available from within the organization or industry for whom the research is being 

conducted. In this case Cocobod research reports will be invaluable, in that, facts and figures 

about the industry can be sourced from it.

3.5.2.2 External data

These are generated by sources outside the organization. They can be difficult to access, 

expensive and difficult to evaluate for accuracy.

Secondary data was sourced from official records, books and electronically stored past thesis 

materials from the LTU library. Articles from subject-related journals online e.g., being Google 

scholar and Emerald databases and from Cocobod’s own webpage.

3.6  Population

A population is the total collection of elements about which we wish to make some inferences. A 

population element is the subject, on which the measurement is being taken Cooper & Schindler,

(2001:163). The population is found in cocoa growing areas in Ghana as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4.1 Ghana's cocoa-growing region                           
Source:http://www.cadburylearningzone.co.uk/geography/geography_images.asp?large_image_

http://www.cadburylearningzone.co.uk/geography/geography_images.asp?large_image_
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name=GHANA_COCOA_REGION&large_image_caption=Ghana’s cocoa-growing region 
(10th April, 2009)

The population consists of five groups of managers from two categories: the Quality Control 

Division (QCD) and the LBCs in the Cocoa Industry in Ghana. Thus the population includes

Managers of QCD, a subsidiary of the regulatory body Cocobod and a cross section of managers 

of LBCs.   Specifically, there are an estimated 6 regional field managers and 3 Port Managers of 

QCD. The population of study for the LBCs will be derived from statistics provided by Cocobod, 

which shows an existing population of 25 LBCs (this figure keeps changing with few additions 

and subtractions). On the average there are about 1600 managers of LBCs in the Cocoa Industry 

in Ghana - this is comprised of an estimated 1500 District Officers station upcountry who 

directly manage the cocoa buying activities – based on the assumption of 25 active LBCs 

maintaining an average of 60 district offices each across the cocoa buying regions. An estimated 

75 Port Officers based on 25 LBCs operating 3 port offices each and 25 Senior Management 

Staff, one from each LBC.The 6 regional field managers of QCD are from each of 6 cocoa 

regions being: Ashanti, Brong Ahafo, Central, Eastern, Western North and Western South. The 

three (3) Port Managers of QCD  are those in charge of the department at the three take-over 

centres of Cocobod namely, Tema, Takoradi and Kumasi. Participating managers of the LBCs

will be grouped into three major categories based on their different areas of responsibility. In all 

the population consists of one thousand six hundred and nine (1609) people.
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The target population is made up of managers and officers from the cocoa growing areas in 

Ghana as shown in Table 3.1.

Cocoa Regions in Ghana 2007/08 Market Share (%) Most Productive Regions 

Ashanti 18.5 18.5

Brong Ahafo 10.0

Central 9.0

Eastern 8.2

Western North 29.2 29.2

Western South 25.0 25.0

Volta 0.3

TOTAL 100% 72.7%

                
Table 3.1 Ghana Cocoa Regions – Market Shares (2007/08)                                            

Source: Cocobod Internal Record

3.7 Sample Size Selection

Based on the industry estimates for the different categories (stratum) in the population, the 

sample size was selected partly purposively and partly on percentages (Table 3.1). This was 

because the researchers were constrained by time and resource so a relatively larger sample size 

could not be used for this study.
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Respondents Population Size Percentage Applied Sample Size

QCD Regional Managers 6 Purposive 3

QCD Port Managers 3 Purposive 2

LBC District officers 1500 5% 75

LBC Port Officers 75 20% 15

LBC Management Staff 25 20% 5

Total 1609 96

                                                          
Table 3.2 Sample Size Selection

Three regional managers from QCD were selected out of a sample of seven because these 

officers belong to the same institution and are exposed to the same type of work on daily basis as 

such a sample close to 50 percent of the population should be significant to the study.

In selecting these three regions from the seven (Table 3.1), the Volta Region was the first to be 

excluded. The reason for this exclusion is due to the lack of LBC activities in the Volta region,

only one firm, the Produce Buying Company (PBC), operates there. In effect a purposive 

sampling technique was used.

In the theory on sampling a justification for sampling is that by selecting some of the elements in 

a population the researcher would be able to draw conclusions about the entire population as in a 

quantitative research or limit the research conclusions to only those sample used in the study.
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According to Malhotra & Birks (2007) the object of most research is to obtain information about 

the characteristics or parameters of a population. Information about population parameters may 

be obtained by taking a census or a sample.

3.8 Sampling Technique

Sampling techniques may be broadly classified as non-probability and probability. Non-

probability sampling, do not use chance selection procedures but rather rely on the personal 

judgement of the researcher. Whereas, probability sampling is a procedure in which each 

element of the population has a fixed probabilistic chance of being selected for the sample.

In this study since the population is made up of different categories and the sample respondents 

must satisfy some criteria, the sampling technique used was stratified purposive (non-

probability) Sampling. 

In this regard, the managers at the QCD were chosen from only three areas that generate the 

highest significant output of cocoa for the cocoa industry in Ghana: Western South, Western 

north and Ashanti areas. Thus, Cocobod records show that about ten out of about 25 firms have 

been consistently active for the past five to ten years. All selected LBCs must come from this 

group of consistent purchasing firms. This is because such firms have experiences close to a 

decade and can better provide good insight of market activities. It will also ensure that selected 

firms would have had a fair exposure to the industry and a performance trend that will provide us 

in-depth information for analytical purposes. The Port managers were also chosen from the 

prominent landing ports in Ghana, being: Tema, Takoradi and Kumasi.
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3.9 Data Collection Instruments

3.9.1 Questionnaires Development

A semi-structure questionnaire was designed and administered to the respondents. Five different 

questionnaires were developed for the five different respondent/sample groups (stratum) in the 

sample population. Each questionnaire was developed based on the research questions.

3.9.2 Questionnaire for Management of LBCs

The questionnaire for management of LBCs consists of five parts with 24 question items; 5 were 

Bio-data, 4 related to Export Activities, 2 has to do with Impact of Trade Liberalisation, 6 for 

Challenge of LBCs, and 7 related to Stakeholder Expectation.

3.9.3 Questionnaire for Port Managers (QCD)

The semi-structured questionnaire for the port managers consists of  four parts with 15 items; 4 

relate Bio-data, 6 on Cocoa Buying system, 3 on Quality of the Cocoa, 1 on Perception of 

Stakeholders’ Performance and 1 on Improving LBCs Performance.

3.9.4 Questionnaire for Port Officers (LBCs)
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The semi-structured questionnaire for the port officers consists of four parts with 18 items; 4 

were Demographic data, 7 relate to Challenges with Administrative Process, 6 on Challenges 

with Order Fulfillment, and 1 on Overcoming Challenges.

3.9.5 Questionnaire for District Officers

The semi-structured questionnaire for the District Officers consists of eight parts with 47 items; 6 

relate to respondent characteristics, 7 relate to Employment Issues, 5 relate to Financing Produce, 

5 are based on Reward/Remuneration of Personnel, 6 relate Relationship with Stakeholders, 1 

question is on Categories of Expenditure, 4 relate to Challenges, 1 on Nature of Competition, 5 

relate to Job Satisfaction of Officers, and 6 relate to Perceptions about the Industry.

3.9.6 Questionnaire for QCD Regional Managers

The semi-structured questionnaire for Regional Managers consists of 4 parts with 15 question 

items. 3 items are on Bio-data, 5 of the items relate to the Buying System, 5 relate to the Quality 

of Cocoa and 2 of the items relate to Stakeholder Expectation.

3.10 Administration of Instruments

3.10.1 Pilot-testing of Instruments
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The questionnaires were pilot-tested to 20 respondents who were not part of the final sample 

size.

3.10.2 Final Administration

All of the questionnaires were self-administered questionnaires and were administered through 

personal contact. The researchers sought respondents’ permission using Informed Consent Form 

(Appendix A). Respondents were assured of confidentiality of their responses and anonymity of 

their identity. The questionnaires were left to them and researcher collected them after a week

3.11 Response Rate 

Out of the ninety-six questionnaire administered, 91 questionnaire were returned constituting 

94.7% response rate. The researcher administered 96 questionnaires in twelve districts across 

three of the main cocoa producing regions in Ghana. Out of the 96 questionnaire, 92 were 

retrieved. From the frequency table above, LBCs which comprise majority of respondents 

constituted 78.3% of the sample. LBC Port Officers constituted 12% whiles the rest of the rank 

of respondents constituted 3.3% of the total sample size.
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Table 3.3 Response rate

3.12 Validity and Reliability

Validity and reliability helps to measure the research and adds strength to the findings. They both 

reflect the degree to which we may have error in our measurements.

Validity of a measurement instrument is the extent to which the instrument measures what it is 

supposed to measure (Saunder et al., 2007, Malhotra & Birks 2007)

Reliability is the consistency with which a measuring instrument yields a certain result when the 

entity being measured hasn’t changed Leedy & Ormrod (2005:28-29).

Reliability is based on two assumptions. The first is that the study can be repeated. This means 

that other researchers should be able to follow the steps of the original research, using the same 

categories of the study, the same procedures, the same criteria of correctness and the same 

Returned 
Rate 

Frequency Expected
Valid QCD Regional Managers 3 3

QCD Port Managers 2 2

LBC Port Officers 11 75

LBCs District Officers 72 15

LBC Management Staff 3 5

Total 91 96
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perspectives. However, due to the nature of ethnographic research that is how it is usually 

conducted, it is said to be vulnerable to replication difficulties.

The second assumption is that two or more people should be able to have the same results by

using these categories and procedures. However, in ethnographic research this is difficult to

achieve since mostly in this case the flow of information is dependent on social role held within 

the group studied and deemed appropriate, Burns (2000: 417) as cited in Assiamah et al (2008).
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CHAPTER FOUR

DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, data is analysed and interpreted to answer the research questions for this study.  It 

begins with respondents’ demographics and then data presentation analyses for each research 

question.  The range of responses elicited were coded and entered into SPSS (Statistical Package 

for Social Sciences). This software enabled the result of the primary data to be presented using 

frequency tables, charts and diagrams to vividly describe the responses. 

4.2 Demographics

4.2.1 Respondents Gender

Category Gender

Male Female
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QCD Regional Managers 3 -

QCD Port Managers 2 -

LBC Port Officers 11 -

LBCs District Officers 72 -

LBC Management Staff 3 -

TOTAL 91 -

Table 4.1 Respondents’ Gender

From 4.1, all the respondents were males and no female was found. This unfair distribution is as 

a result of the field nature of the work which requires a lot of mobility from one area to another; 

women hardly assume managerial or high leadership positions.

4.2.2 Respondents’ Education

Category QCD 

Regional 

Managers

QCD Port 

Managers

LBC Port 

Officers

LBCs 

District 

Officers

LBC 

Management 

Staff

Ordinary - - - 5 -

Diploma - - 6 6 -
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First Degree - - 5 61 1

Second Degree 3 2 - - 2

TOTAL 3 2 11 72 3

Table 4.2 Respondents’ Educational Level

In Table 4.2, it is indicated that all three Regional Managers are second degree holders, again all 

Port Managers are second degree holders. 6 Port Officers have Diploma while 5 have first 

degree.  5 District Officers have Ordinary Level Certificate, 6 have Diploma and 61 are first 

degree holders. Of the Management Staff, one has first degree while 2 have second degree.

4.2.3 Respondents’ Working Experience

Category QCD 

Regional 

Managers

QCD Port 

Managers

LBC Port 

Officers

LBCs 

District 

Officers

LBC 

Management 

Staff

Less than 5 years - - 4 48 -

5 – 10 years - - 5 9 3

11 – 15 years 1 1 2 13 -
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More than 15 years 2 1 - 2 -

Table 4.3 Respondents’ Working Experience

In Table 4.3, it is indicated that two Regional Managers have more than 15 years of working 

experience while only one had between 11 and 15 years. Again, one Port Managers has between 

11 and 15 years of experience while the other one had more than 15 years of work experience.  4, 

5 and 2 of the port officers have less than 5 years, between 5 and 10 years and between 11 and 15 

respectively. With District Officers 48 have less than 5 years of work experience, 9 have 

between 5 and 10 years of working experience, 13 have between 11 and 15 years work 

experience,  and 2 have more than 15 years of working experience. All the Management Staff 

have 5 -10 years of working experience.

4.2.4 Station /Location of Respondents

Cocoa production occurs mainly in the forest areas of Ghana—Ashanti, Brong-Ahafo, Central, 

Eastern, Western, and Volta regions--where rainfall is 1,000-1,500 millimeters per year. The 

crop year begins in October, when purchases of the main crop begin, while the smaller mid-crop 

cycle starts in July. This study focused on three of the main cocoa regions, Ashanti, Western 

North and Western South. In Ashanti Region, questionnaires were distributed to selected target 

respondents from three main districts--New Edubiase, Obuasi and Nsokote. In Western North, 

questionnaires covered five main districts – Seftwi Wiawso, Juabeso, Asawinso, Sefwi Bekwai 
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and Debiso. Whiles in Western South four districts where covered – Enchi, Asankragwa, 

Samreboi and Dunkwa as shown on the Table 1 below.

4.2.5 LBC (Licensed Buying Companies) District Officers

District officers are trained individuals with knowledge and skills to carry out sensitization and awareness 

in cocoa communities whiles purchasing cocoa on behalf of LBCs. In this study, out of 75 questionnaires 

which were administered to twelve main districts across the three main cocoa production regions, 72 were 

retrieved. The distribution of respondents’ stations (as shown on the Table 1.1 below) gives a 

wide range of respondents’ opinions for analysis. 

Main Regions Main District LBC (Local Buying Companies)

District Officer

Ashanti New Edubiase 10

Obuasi 8
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Table 4.4 Distribution of LBC District Officers’ Respondents across the three regions

Data Source: Ashanti, Western (North, South) Regions of Ghana (2009)

4.3 Research Question One

How has Private Participation met Stakeholder Expectation?

4.3.1 Keen Competition in the Cocoa Industry

According to the data collected the 3 regional managers, the 3 port managers, more than 95% of 

other officers survey maintained that the privatization of the Ghana Cocoa Industry has resulted 

in keen competition in the industry. This has further triggered stakeholder initiative and 

strategies that seek to attract and retain customers, i.e. cocoa growers. These growers in response 

are motivated to increase productivity and for that matter income, which constitute an important 

Nsokote 6

Western North Sefwi Wiawso 8

Juabeso 7

Asawinso 6

Sefwi Bekwai 5

Debiso 3

Western South Enchi 7

Asankragwa 4

Samreboi 3

Dunkwa 5

Total 72
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stakeholder expectation.    In this regard the growers are motivated through extrinsic incentive 

schemes toward achieving stakeholder expectation.

Incentive Schemes Frequency Percent

Offering gifts to farmers in return for selling cocoa 25 34.7

Cash loan to farmers 17 23.6

Others 6 8.3

No incentive schemes are employed by us 24 33.3

Total 72 100.0

Table 4.5 Incentive schemes for cocoa from farmers

Data Source: Ashanti, Western (North, South) Regions of Ghana (2009)

It was noticed from the response that, most LBCs do not pay more for better quality cocoa from 

farmers. However, they employ several forms of incentive schemes in order to buy more cocoa

from farmers. Some of the incentive schemes were offering gifts and giving cash loans to 

farmers. Inputs credit schemes such as provision of fertilizers, pesticides and other farming 

products were also used to encourage farmers to produce and sell more cocoa. Periodic training 

of farmers was also identified by the district officers as one major lapse that was missing and 

needed to be implemented to increase the knowledge and skill of cocoa farming as well as to 

increase the yield of cocoa production and improving produce quality.
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4.3.2 Evaluating Job Satisfaction level of District Officers of LBCs using Likert-type 

scale   

The Likert-type scale is used in examining the job satisfaction level of district officers of LBCs. 

This scale has been used by persuasion researchers for over three decades in measuring attitudes 

of respondents. This is the method of summated rating. This scale has been found by Likert and 

others researches to yield data which may be analyzed by "normal curve" statistics. Because this 

type of data is desired by researchers in most cases, the Likert-type scale provides a very useful 

and relatively uncomplicated method of obtaining data on people's attitudes for persuasion 

research. The job satisfaction of respondents was rated on a scale of 0 to 5 (with values closer to 

0 meaning strongly disagreeing and closer to 5 meaning strongly agreeing) on some items 

relating to their job as district officers. As shown in the table 4.6 below.

Analyzing latent constructs such as job satisfaction requires instruments to accurately measure 

the constructs. Interrelated items can be summed to obtain an overall score for each participant. 

Cronbach’s coefficient alpha estimates the reliability of this type of scale by determining the 

internal consistency of the test or the average correlation of items within the test (Cronbach 

1951)

The table below displays the mean, standard deviation and the variance of the range of responses 

on the five main items. These figures give the Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient to be 
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computed. (More information on the computation and interpretation of the Cronbech’s alpha 

reliability coefficient is added at appendix 7)

Table 4.6:  Descriptive Statistics

                                                                 Alpha                          Standardized Item Alpha

Reliability Coefficients for Item 5           .7240                                               .7320
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N Valid 72 72 72 72 72

Missing 0 0 0 0 0

Mean 2.4028 2.8611 1.9306 3.1111 4.0000

Std. Error of Mean .12138 .12557 .11071 .15769 .10278

Std. Deviation 1.02997 1.06554 .93938 1.33802 .87210

Variance 1.061 1.135 .882 1.790 .761

Range 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 3.00

Minimum 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00

Maximum
5.00 5.00 5.00 6.00 5.00
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4.7: Item-Analysis from SPSS Output of respondent level of job satisfaction                     
Data Source: Ashanti, Western (North, South) Regions of Ghana (2009)

Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient normally ranges between 0 and 1. However, there is 

actually no lower limit to the coefficient. The closer Cronbach’s alpha coefficient is to 1.0 the 

greater the internal consistency of the items in the scale. Based upon the formula _ = rk /

[1 + (k -1) r] where k is the number of items considered and r is the mean of the inter-item

correlations the size of alpha is determined by both the number of items in the scale and the

mean inter-item correlations. George and Mallery (2003) provide the following rules of thumb:

“_ > .9 – Excellent, _ > .8 – Good, _ > .7 – Acceptable, _ > .6 – Questionable, _ > .5 – Poor, and

_ < .5 – Unacceptable” (p. 231). While increasing the value of alpha is partially dependent upon

the number of items in the scale, it should be noted that this has diminishing returns. It should

also be noted that an alpha of .7 is probably a reasonable goal. It should also be noted that while

a high value for Cronbach’s alpha indicates good internal consistency of the items in the scale, it

does not mean that the scale is unidimensional. In conclusion, Since Cronbach’s alpha provide 

reliability estimate for multiple items, using the Likert-type scales with a Cronbach’s alpha 

coefficient for internal consistency reliability of 0.7240 implies a high percentage of district 

officers of LBCs  claiming  to be fairly satisfied with their jobs.
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4.3.3 Working with PC (Purchasing Clerks) in buying activities

The study shows PC (Purchasing Clerks) were the main personnel that district officers of LBCs 

recruit in purchasing cocoa from the farmers. Even though some districts officers claim they 

consider educational level in recruiting Purchasing Clerks, some admit that they recruit people 

based on recommendations from friends and some farmers. The work of PCs in the various 

districts have great fundamental impacts on the industry since it is commonly noticed that some 

recalcitrants in this business  resort to vices such as cheating and stealing of bonuses of 

unsuspecting farmers or adjusting weighing scales for their own gains. 

In other to reduce all forms of inefficiency among PC (Purchasing Clerks), some companies have 

as a policy for all District Officers to train their PCs before working with them. However, it is a 

common practice as reported by the district officers to have PCs who learn on the job.   

The services of most PCs are paid by commission per bag bases as reported by 90% of the 

district officers who claim to engage the services of at least 25 PC s in their buying activities. 

One of the challenges identified with working with these PCs among others is the fact that, at the 

end of every cocoa season, there are some bags of cocoa that are locked upcountry with PCs for 

various reason. From the survey, the number of bags ranges from 60 to 140 bags. In an attempt 

to recover these stocks, some PCs ended being prosecuted.  But mostly due to the cumbersome 

nature of prosecution, most PC’s end up defraying their debts out of the commission due them. 
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4.3.4 Impacts of logistics and incentives on purchasing quality cocoa from farmers

The major basic logistics needed for this trade were among other things the weighing scale, jute 

sacks and twine, empty sacks, tarpaulins, wooden shovels, gratings/pallets, sieves and depots. 

Even though most of these logistics are identified as the basic tools needed to ensure the smooth 

running of the cocoa purchasing business, it was reported by the district officers that, lack of 

these needed logistics was one of their major setbacks.

4.3.5 Major sources of expenditure associated with cocoa buying 

In the course of these trades, district officers claim to undergo several stages where they have to 

pay huge sum of monies or small amount in other to get things done. Some of these include 

having to pay money to get cocoa graded and sealed by QCD as well as paying money to get 

consignment accepted at the port. With the exception of these smaller expenses, the major 

sources of expenditure associated with cocoa buying were identified to include;

 Bank charges

 Primary evacuation cost (conveying cocoa from farm gate to district depots}

 Depot Boys (Labour handling expenses)

 Purchasing of logistics/tools for the trade (buying scales, trucks, renting depots etc)

These factors contribute to lowering what LBCs are willing or capable of offering per bag of 

cocoa in order to encourage farmers to produce in large quantities.
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4.3.6 Factors that will enable the work of LBCs improve at the district level

After identifying the major challenges of the trade and sources of expenditure, there were several 

suggestions relating to challenges that when checked could enable the work of LBCs improve 

drastically especially in the district level. Some of the suggestions were;

 Regular training of PC (Purchasing Clerks) and farmers in order to increase the 

production of quality cocoa beans.

 If QCD charges can be regularized to prevent extortion from district managers thereby 

improving the time spent between applying for and actual examination of cocoa.

 Provision of adequate logistics to improve efficiency such as primary evacuation. 

 Improving service condition for district officers and provision of incentives to farmers

(Scholarships for their wards) to boost morale and increase cocoa production.

 Banks making loans available in other to facilitate the smooth buying of cocoa.

 LBCs entering the business must not underrate the initial capital involved in provision of 

warehousing and procurement of inputs.

It was stated on record by most of the district officers that the total number of LBCs operating in 

their districts ranges from 12 to 32- the high numbers often is a result of cross buying by same 

firms where one LBC could operate up to four districts in the same locality. While the number of 

cocoa bags that the districts managers are able to buy within a season range from 9000 bags to 

60, 000 bags. These they are optimistic could be increased with the right logistics and incentives.
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4.3.7 Evaluating the scale of relationship with stakeholders

Respondents were asked to indicate their agreement and disagreement about statements about 

their opinion about their relationships with stakeholders. A five-point likert scale was used 

ranging from 1 to 5 where one is strongly disagree and five is strong agree (Appendix 3)

Table 4.8 Item-Analysis of relationship of district officers with stakeholders

Data Source: Ashanti, Western (North, South) Regions of Ghana (2009)

Analyzing from the mean displayed above, 4 indicates that a high number of district officers 

strongly disagree that the QCD are professional in their job, and have suspicion at the work of 

their personal. The 5.5 mean also indicates a high level of disagreement that the courts and law 

Statistics

72 72 72 72

0 0 0 0

1.5000 4.0000 3.5000 5.5000

.05934 .00000 .17802 .05934

.50351 .00000 1.51053 .50351

Valid

Missing

N

Mean

Std. Error of Mean

Std. Deviation

Your company
is accepted in

the
community
where you

work

The QCD is
very

professional
in their job.

And you have
no suspicions

at all about
the work of

their
personnel

The banks in
your district
meet your

expectations

The courts
and law

enforcement
agencies in

the district are
reliable
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enforcement agencies in the district are reliable. However, the 1.5 mean indicates the high level 

of agreement that their companies are accepted in the community in which they work. 

Further data from the respondents indicated that major dissatisfaction activities of LBCs to the 

QCD include the following:

 The unhealthy competition among the LBCs

 Tempering with sealed cocoa

 Failure to abide by the rules and regulations governing the internal marketing of cocoa. 

On whether LBCs should be allowed to directly go into cocoa exports, it was followed by a 

negative affirmation on the bases that, quality assurance issues will arise because of lack of 

expertise on the part of these LBCs which could lead to fall of price as well the influx of the 

cocoa industry with unscrupulous individuals.

It was suggested that, LBCs could improve upon their performance by acquiring adequate 

training in cocoa quality assurance and assist in educating farmers on production of quality 

cocoa.

The regional managers also mentioned major quality deficiencies that are often encountered in 

relation to cocoa presented for grading and sealing. Some of the common problems include;
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 The presentation of cocoa beans that are not thoroughly dried

 Presenting of produce of non-uniformed sizes 

 Presenting of produce with black beans and foreign materials

These lapses the regional manager blame on both farmers and more especially LBCs. On why 

QCD deemphasized grading of cocoa at the farm gate over the past 10 years, the responses was 

that , it was done to ensure a prompt evacuation of sealed cocoa to port, save cost and as well as 

to protect the sealed cocoa for export.

The regional managers of QCD also had a similar opinion about the buying system as the port 

managers, with reasons that, multiple buying-system-provides jobs for people, ensure prompt 

payment for products and high level of competition which results in progress.

4.4 Research Question Two

What are the Constraints to LBCs’ growth in Partially Liberalised Cocoa Industry?

4.4.1 Evaluating the perceptions about the industry

LBCs district Officers’ perceptions Respondents were asked to rate their perception about the

extent to which they agree or disagree with given statements about the cocoa industry in Ghana. 

A five-point likert scale was used for respondents to rate their perception (Appendix 3). A 

summary of the results are presented in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.9 Descriptives for Industry Perception Variables

   Data Source: Ashanti, Western (North, South) Regions of Ghana (2009)

From the table above, a mean of 2.9167 indicates the higher number of the respondents strongly 

agree that the industry is robust and prospects are good. The 3.3472 and 3.3472 indicates a high 

percentage of the respondents disagree that cost and risk of doing business is low respectively.

4.4.2 Data from Port Officers of LBCs

Eleven (11) port officers were administered with questionnaires in the attempt to determine the 

performance of the cocoa business at the port. The reports from respondents indicated the 

following:

Statistics

72 72 72 72 72

0 0 0 0 0

2.9167 3.3472 3.9583 3.3056 4.0417

.16400 .05650 .16950 .05467 .09576

1.39162 .47943 1.43828 .46387 .81253

1.937 .230 2.069 .215 .660

Valid

Missing

N

Mean

Std. Error of Mean

Std. Deviation

Variance

The industry
is robust and

prospects
are good

Cost of doing
business is

low

The risk of
doing

business
is low

The
purchasing
clerks/agent
employed in
the industry

are well
trained,

reliable and
capable of
delivering

Farmers are
handling

their cocoa
properly in
terms of
quality
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 A truck may on the average spend between 2 to 3 days (during low activity periods) and 

at times up to 2 weeks or more during peaks at the port in other to be offloaded. 

 It was also observed from the responses that between 4 and 20 trucks on the average 

report each day during peak periods to deliver cocoa at the port.

 One very important observation made from the respondents was the fact that at least two 

officers of COCOBOD (QCD and CMC) must be contacted before obtaining 

certification for any cocoa delivered.

 The processes for obtaining CTORs (Cocoa Taken Over Receipts) after arrival of cocoa 

from upcountry are bureaucratic.

 The cocoa consignments are sometimes rejected either bag by bag or total rejection of 

truck loads for reasons such as:

 Cocoon infestation

 Short Weight

 Damp

 Adulteration of beans

 Burst/ dirty sacks

 No station marks/drop marks

From the port officers’ point of view, the main strategies that could be done to improve the 

efficiency at the ports include:
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 Education of stakeholders in the cocoa industry about the real situations on the ground

 Provision of appropriate logistics, warehousing and labour gangs for effective work at the 

port. This will reduce time spent by trucks to offload

 Provision of mechanized weighing bridges to avoid rampant rejections based on single or 

few bags weight deficiency. Such rejections have brought unbearable reverse handling, 

transport and warehousing cost to LBCs and their operatives.

4.4.3 Data from Port Managers’ of QCD 

Port managers from Takoradi and Tema port testified that they prefer multiple buying systems to 

Unitary (monopoly) buying system. The main reasons being that, the multiple-buying-system 

encourages competition, which leads to efficiency. The rate of turnover becomes high which in 

turn improves overall performance. 

The main challenges usually raised by buyers in relation to Ghana’s cocoa include:

 The dampness of the cocoa

 Insect Infested beans

 Unacceptable level of chemical residues

 Cocoa mixed with cereal (wheat) in ships holds
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4.4.4 Data from Regional Managers of QCD 

The opinions of the regional managers were similar to that of the port managers regarding the 

type of buying system they will encourage. In fact, they were unanimous in opinion agreeing 

with reasons that, multiple-buying-system provides jobs for people, ensure prompt payment for 

produce and creates a competitive environments which triggers in development and innovation.

Major dissatisfaction activities of LBCs to the QCD included:

 The unhealthy competition among the LBCs

 Tempering with sealed cocoa

 Failure to abide by the rules and regulations governing the internal marketing of cocoa. 

4.4.5 Response from Management Staff of LBCs

Three questionnaires were retrieved from top management of LBCs. With regards their views on 

private participation in the exports of cocoa. Respondents have the opinion that engaging in 

direct exports of cocoa will not wreck the industry as stated by the regional managers of QCD, 

but it will rather make the business more attractive and profitable. LBCs management could not 

fathom why COCOBOD had not implemented the legislation to enable LBCs to enter the exports 

market. They do not believe that it is to protect the quality of the produce. To some extent they 

believe revenue accruing from exports is one main reason for not encouraging private 

participation.
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4.4.6 Management’s View on Constraints to LBC Growth  

LBC management enumerated various constraints which they see as hindering the growth of 

LBCs in the cocoa industry. They are as follows:

 High Interest/finance cost

 Stock losses in the field

 Smuggling of cocoa at the frontiers

 High transaction cost-transportation, handling, interest on credit to farmers, spoilage and 

shrinkage, risk premium among others.

 Very high infrastructural/inputs cost - warehousing and logistics especially for new 

entrants requires very huge capital outlay.

Even though LBC management agrees that full liberalization may, if not well managed,

compromise to some extent the quality of Ghana’s cocoa. It is somewhat of the conviction that 

partial liberalization could still provide opportunities for growth in the industry.

Management of LBCs generally showed great dislike for Takoradi Port as a takeover centre. 

They were of the view that Takoradi Port has been a source of worry in terms huge handling 

expenditure and long cycle time that are typically associated with the processes at the Port.

4.5 Research Question three
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What Opportunities Exist for LBCs to Exploit for Growth?

An analysis of the information gathered from the responses of the various respondent groups, 

reveal several factors that form the bases for creating opportunities for LBCs in the industry. 

These factors have several implications in the light of the five-forces of industry analysis and 

competition (Porter M., 1980) discussed in the literature.

First, regarding rivalry in the cocoa industry in Ghana, available statistics (COCOBOD, internal 

records, 1998 – 2008) indicate that for the past decade, of the 16 to 36 competing firms, between 

2 to 6 firms have consistently commanded above 80 percent of the market share. This situation 

describes a high concentration ratio implying that the market is not fragmented which makes the 

market less competitive. The intensity of rivalry, commonly referred to as being cutthroat, 

intense, moderate, or weak, based on the firms' effort in attempting to gain an advantage, can be 

described as low generally but there are other significant emerging factors that have a cutting 

edge on increasing rivalry in the industry. The factors inhibiting rivalry include: Strict Industry 

regulations and low exit barriers, while factors contributing to increase rivalry includes: High 

fixed costs, High storage costs or highly perishable products, Low switching costs, Low levels of 

product differentiation, Fluctuations in market growth as a result of the produce being seasonal

and cocoa being a crop with long gestation period that do not respond quickly to market 

situations.
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Secondly, regarding the competition engendered by a Threat of Substitute comes from products 

outside the industry. Cocoa is a commodity and is not differentiated except in quality and grades. 

Product substitute is currently not an issue in the Ghanaian industry. However, the cocoa 

industry in Ghana competes for certain inputs such as land, labour, transport, finance among 

others with other cash crops like Oil Palm, Rubber and Citrus. 

Regarding bargaining power of buyers, in the cocoa industry in Ghana, the COCOBOD is the 

sole buyer and is therefore a monopolist. The COCOBOD buys all the cocoa produced in the 

country and sells through its marketing arm (CMC). The factors that determine the COCOBOD’s 

bargaining power are that it is the sole buyer by legislative instrument and that it purchases all 

the produce according to their set quality standards from all the growers through the competing 

buying firms.

With bargaining power of suppliers, the cocoa industry in Ghana has a fragmented supply side; 

suppliers are not concentrated, they are made up of many small growers. As a result of the 

fragmented nature of the suppliers, it decreases their bargaining power in market. 

Lastly, on barriers to entry and exit in the cocoa industry, some of the main barriers to entry in 

the industry are high fixed cost, licensing requirement, and huge operational cost. For exit, it 

becomes easy for poor performing firms to leave because by regulation all purchasing firms that 

do not continue to meet annually required minimum output (2000 tons) set by the COCOBOD 

are suspended from operating.
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Based on the above analysis of the cocoa industry in the context of Porter’s five-forces of 

competition, the following discussion hinges on the specific opportunities that such industry 

factors of competition present the LBCs for strategy and growth.

4.5.1 Management’s View on Opportunities Existing for LBCs Growth

The following were mentioned by management persons as some of the opportunities that LBCs 

could avail themselves of:

 The involvement of LBCs in linkage businesses like haulage. In this case they take 

charge of the haulage of their stocks (previously out sourced) to take over points.

 Establishing business relationship with downstream processors to arrange supply of 

cocoa of certain quality specifications with the assistance of the Cocoa Marketing 

Company (CMC). These are usually done in return for a top-up margin. There are two 

LBCs currently involved in this kind of arrangement with Buyers especially from the UK. 

One firm arranges for beans from farmers meeting fair trade requirements. The other firm 

is more on organic cocoa and both firms are particular of the traceability of the produce 

upstream.

 LBCs that have the capital base can venture into warehousing for rental.

 Leveraging of LBC network of field staff to engage them in other profitable ventures 

through training or retraining.
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They were dissatisfied with the manner COCOBOD is managing the industry. COCOBOD they 

suggested could make the industry more attractive by reducing cost of funds extended to LBCs, 

change the approach and timing of recoupment of seedfund (money) from LBCs. It must engage 

LBCs to find ways of improving value along the supply chain and well as check the 

inefficiencies and corruption at the various take over points.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Introduction

This chapter covers conclusions drawn by the authors and recommendations based on the 

research results.

5.2   Summary of Findings

In this study the purpose was to investigate how participation in the internal marketing process 

has affected the cocoa industry in Ghana. It was a qualitative study that employed purposive 

sampling technique and self-administered semi-structured questionnaire to the target population 

that consisted of Regional Managers of QCD, Port Managers of QCD, Management, Port 

Officers and District Officers of LBCs. The response rate for analysis was 94.7%.

The results were objectively analysed using qualitative and quantitative techniques. The 

following are the summary of major findings for the study:
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1. Private participation in the cocoa industry has facilitated the competition in the industry 

which has in turn enable stakeholders to realize their expectation of high productivity and 

increase in income as each improves upon their service quality and motivate customers, 

cocoa farmers, to be loyal to them.

2. Two major challenges facing the LBCs is the availability of funds for their operations as 

well as reducing the cycle time in the supply-chain management.

3. District officers of LBCs claim to be fairly satisfied with their jobs.

4. Inadequate logistics for district officers has been a major challenge.

5. The major expenditure incurred by the LBCs are the Bank charges, Primary evacuation 

cost (conveying cocoa from farm gate to district depots}, Depot Boys (Labour handling 

expenses). Purchasing of logistics/tools for the trade (buying scales, trucks, renting 

depots etc). These factors contribute to lowering what LBCs are willing or capable of 

offering per bag of cocoa in order to encourage farmers to produce in large quantities.

6. The major challenges the managers of QCD faces with the activities of LBCs are 

unhealthy competition among the LBCs, Tempering with sealed cocoa, and Failure to 

abide by the rules and regulations governing the internal marketing of cocoa. 

7. The most challenging issues facing the management of LBCs are: High Interest/finance 

cost, Stock losses in the field, Smuggling of cocoa at the frontiers, High transaction cost-

transportation, handling, interest on credit to farmers, spoilage, shrinkage, risk premium 

among others, and Very high infrastructural/inputs and logistics cost.
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8. One major opportunity that exists for LBCs in the industry is that the industry’s 

challenges present them the opportunity for collaborative competition, collaborative 

investment and collaborative infrastructural and managerial development.

9. Another opportunity that the industry presents is the opportunity for the creation of other 

businesses like haulage, warehousing and niche marketing of specific quality of cocoa. 

5.3  Conclusion

The strategic nature of cocoa to the national economy has influenced its marketing modes driven 

by government policy since its commercial cultivation. Marketing approaches be it monopolistic 

(sole buyer) or multiple buying have been tried since 1940 through the setting up of various 

marketing boards. Though these boards had various names and objects, one thing that has never 

changed with the Ghanaian system is the payment of guaranteed prices fixed by the government 

through these boards.

In Ghana the cocoa market is partially liberalized, buyers (LBCs) purchase beans from the 

farmers and sell them to cocobod for export and supply to local processors. The study took a 

look at the impact of partial liberalization on private participation in cocoa marketing. 
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At the centre of private participation are the activities of License Buying Companies (LBCs). 

These LBCs are the only mandated firms that can deal with Ghana Cocoa Board (Cocobod) in 

the delivery of purchased cocoa from the farm gate to various takeover points. 

This research investigated the role of LBCs in private participation. Qualitative research method 

was dominant in this research, with an extensive use of questionnaires which was administered 

to five groups of respondents. There is proof of tremendous growth in the cocoa industry since 

1992 and in many facets. The study showed mixed expectations of stakeholders. Respondents 

ranged from District Officers, Port Officers and Management Staff of LBCs to Regional 

Managers and Port Managers of QCD. There is evidence LBCs are faced with many constraints 

as mentioned by respondents and evidenced by secondary data. 

Interesting suggestions were also made regarding opportunities that exist for LBCs. It is the hope 

of the researchers that findings from the work will contribute to knowledge on such an important 

sector of Ghana’s economy like the cocoa industry. 

5.4 Recommendations

Based on the findings from the research the following recommendations have been made. In the 

opinion of respondents private participation has come to stay and it will be in the interest of the 

Ghana cocoa industry if government adopts very pragmatic and proactive measures to propel the 

industry further. Our recommendations will be in two forms. Those to the LBCs and 

recommendations directed at the COCOBOD and policy makers as the case may be.
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5.4.1 To Licensed Buying Companies (LBCs)

It is recommended that: 

1. Training on the job for field personnel especially District Officers of LBCs is very 

important. This will help improve performance because a lot is expected from these 

personnel given the huge sums of money which are mostly handled in cash for cocoa 

purchases. These personnel also have to relate to a large number of people including PCs, 

farmers, opinion leaders among others.

2. Attention must be paid to recruitment processes for PCs by looking out for those who 

posses some basic literacy especially numeracy skills. Field losses of cocoa in many 

instances have been attributed to PCs according to the findings. 

3. LBCs must through their association device ways of licensing agents like PCs in order to 

be able to trace their migration from one firm to another and check their conduct.

4. LBCs must treat inputs acquisition with all the seriousness it deserves. Tools of trade 

such as weighing scales, tarpaulins, grating/pallets etc, can place a lot of burden on 

working capital but without them cocoa is not well handled and could result in quality 

problems for LBCs which ultimately affects profitability.

5. Warehousing is very important to this business however, it is evident that this has been 

very difficult to access in many localities. Poor warehousing results in deterioration of 

cocoa. The weather conditions in cocoa growing areas are often humid, the need 
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therefore for good storage facilities especially during the wet and rainy months of the 

year is crucial.

6. Provision of working tools, good warehousing facilities among others is the prerogative 

of LBC management but the shirking of responsibility is so apparent in many places. This 

leads to increases in unauthorized spending by field operatives creating a very conducive 

atmosphere for misappropriation and embezzlement of funds meant for direct cocoa 

purchases. 

7. A study must also be conducted by interested LBCs into their business processes to 

determine their cost and benefits. This will inform the decision to own or hire and issues 

regarding outsourcing in relation to tools of trade, vehicles and equipment among others.

8. It may as well be suggested that LBCs need take another look at their business models. 

There is the need for LBCs who are not into haulage to look at that as a form of 

integration and growth strategy. Some firms are already into haulage of their produce to 

the take over points at a margin from COCOBOD. Others can study this and can make 

informed decisions whether to enter or not. 

9. Useful lessons can also be learnt from those firms that have struck linkages with 

downstream grinders with the backing of COCOBOD to supply fair traded, quality and 

traceable cocoa from their upcountry buyers at an extra margin. This falls in line with 

COCOBOD’S plans to develop a niche market for cocoa beans from Ghana. 
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10. Agricultural inputs supply in the farming areas through business arrangements with 

manufacturers is another important area of business for LBCs due to the huge network of 

operatives they have at their disposal upcountry.

11. Possibilities in establishing linkages with micro financing institutions through the training 

of personnel of LBCs to provide in-depth information and advisory services about and on 

behalf of farmers who want to access credit could be of great importance to the industry 

as a whole.

12. Finally, LBCs must avoid the urge to grow the business too fast. This is to avoid loss of 

working capital through logistics acquisition and stock losses upcountry.

5.4.2 To Government and Ghana Cocoa Board (COCOBOD)

It is recommended that: 

1. To increase the stakes in this industry and its attractiveness COCOBOD must first and 

foremost be more consultative, intensify cooperation and partnership in its dealings with 

buyers and other private sector value chain stakeholders..

2. COCOBOD as the regulator must as a matter of necessity plan some farmer education 

programmes that will be on local radio stations to try and indulge the farmers to maintain 

or improve known standards in the industry.  The absence of educational and extension 

services formally provided by the Cocoa Services Division (CSD) of the COCOBOD has 

left a yawning gap in the production value chain. 
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3. The issue of rewarding quality with price must be examined for its feasibility. 

Competition among LBCs for the attention of farmers to purchase their produce has 

positively empowered farmers. On the flip side this has also resulted in some farmers 

taking advantage of the situation to poorly handle cocoa beans for quick selling and 

profiteering. This has often resulted in poor fermentation and drying lowering the quality 

and value of the produce. 

4. Industry players perception of Takoradi port is so low on credibility. Many were of the 

view that they would not have used Takoradi as a port of call if it were not for regulation 

by COCOBOD. The complaint of institutionalized corruption at that port must be 

investigated because it creates a bad picture of the industry in general. 

5. The government, COCOBOD for that matter, need to modify receipts financing 

arrangement to meet modern demands. Possibly providing up-country bonded 

warehousing. This would result in reduction in locking of funds in stocks and as such 

lowering of finance cost of LBCs. The need to release locked funds is a major reason for 

fierce competition and heckling among LBCs.

6. QCD must address LBC expectations, especially in the area of mistrust and suspicion. 

Findings showed hesitation and reluctance on the part of LBCs to respond to questions 

bothering on relationship with QCD. Many respondents will not state their LBC name for 

fear of identification which may lead to vilification.
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7. The legislation on exports must be implemented and modalities worked out taking the 

sustainability of the industry into consideration. The possessive approach of the 

authorities towards the crop is largely due to its strategic importance to the political 

economy of Ghana. However, with the probable structural shift in the Ghanaian economy 

owing to the oil find demands that government assist build capacity for private 

participation in exports. LBCs need to be exposed to cocoa trading and international 

contract requirements. If local capacity is not built in readiness for exports multinational 

companies would take over the business. The situation in the Ivory Coast is an example 

where Wilcox and Abbott (2004) documented evidence of market power being exercised 

against farmers by multinationals.

5.4.3 To Farmer Groups

It is recommended that:

1. The formation of strong cooperatives must be the priority of cocoa farmers. That 

smallholder farmers are encouraged to join these cooperatives to take advantage of their 

bargaining power for buying inputs and selling outputs (ibid: 6). In order that these 

farmers can also have access to market information and credit. Cooperatives in so doing 

can assist facilitate farmer participation in the reform process brought on by 

liberalization.

5.5 Recommendation for Further Research
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This study used semi-structured questionnaire to investigate how participation  the internal 

marketing process has affected the cocoa industry in Ghana. It is recommended that further 

research should be done in the following areas or topics:

1. An Assessment of new LBC Entrants’ Performance in the Cocoa Industry in Ghana.

2. An Examination of the Stakeholder Perception of the Administrative Process at the 

Landing Ports in Ghana
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Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. This form outlines the objectives of the study 

and provides a description of your involvement and rights as a participant. 

This is study is part of a joint Msc in Marketing and e-Commerce programme at the Lulea 

University of Technology (LTU) and University of Education, Winneba, Kumasi Campus. Its 

purpose is to investigate how private participation in the internal marketing process has affected 

the cocoa industry in Ghana. A questionnaire will be used for all participants.

The outcome of the study: The information from this study will be used to write a thesis about

private participation in the internal marketing process has affected the cocoa industry in Ghana. 

The case study report may be used as a reference for students in LTU for their dissertations. 

We guarantee that respondents’ anonymity is fully assured and that your participation in this 

research is voluntary; and you have the right to withdraw at any point of the study, for any 

reason, and any corresponding information will be destroyed.

INFORMED CONSENT FORM

1. I Confirm that I have read and understand the purpose of the above study and have had 

the opportunity to ask questions

2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time, 

without giving any reason.

3. I agree that the information I give can be anonymised in academic paper.

……………………………......               …………................                     ……….......

        Name of participant                                    Date                                 Signature

Researchers’ contacts:

Name: David Canatus Anthiono      Name: Emma Aikin Darkoa

Phone: +233-2447776698/+233-276761261           Email:aikinsemma@yahoo.co.uk

mailto:aikinsemma@yahoo.co.uk
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Email:  anthoniocd@yahoo.co.uk

Appendix 2

Dear sir/madam,

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DISTRICT OFFICERS OF LBCS  

This questionnaire has been designed to enable the students carry out a research on
Reforming Ghana’s Cocoa Industry: An Evaluation of Private Participation. The study is 
purely an academic work. It is in partial fulfillment for the award of Master of Science in 
Marketing and E-Commerce at the Lulea University of Technology, Sweden (this 
program is a joint masters organized with the University of Education, Winneba, Kumasi 
campus). Your contribution will be appreciated and all information provided will be 
treated as confidential.  

Note: Respondents should please tick [   ] in the box which corresponds to the statement, 
which in your opinion is the best answer to the relevant question or explain further if 
necessary.   

A. BIO DATA

1. Name of Company…………………………………………………………………

2. Name of District……………………………………………………………………

3. Position/Title….……………………………………………………………………

4. Number of years as District Officer in this company…………..…………………

5. Total number of years working in the cocoa industry………………………………

mailto:anthoniocd@yahoo.co.uk
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6. What is your level of education? 

Basic [   ] Secondary [   ] Tertiary [   ]

None of the above [   ] Please specify……………………………………………

B. RECRUITMENT PROCESS

7. Were you given any training after you were recruited? Yes [   ]   No [   ]

8. Does your employer organize training courses for you on the job?  Yes [   ]   No [   ]

9. Do you consider educational level before recruiting a PC? Yes [   ]   No [   ]

10. Do you use PCs in purchasing your cocoa? Yes [ ] No [ ]

11. How do you recruit your PCs?

Advertisement [   ] Through Farmers [   ] Through Friends [   ]

Others (please specify)……………………………………………………………

12. Is it a company policy to train PCs? Yes [   ]   No [   ]

13. How many PCs do you employ in your buying activities?.................................... 

C. FINANCING

14. Do you train your PCs before resourcing them to work for you? Yes [   ]   No [   ]
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15. Does your company organize periodic training for farmers? Yes   [   ]   No  [   ]

16. Do you have all your PCs bonded or secured with property before resourcing them?

All PCs [   ] Most PCs [   ] A few PCs [   ] None of them [   ]

17. What basic logistics/tools of trade do you require in your work? 

i......................................................…………ii……………………………………

iii……………………………………………iv………………………………..……

18. Does your company provide you these logistics? Yes    [  ]   No    [   ]   Some
[  ] How are the services of PCs paid for?

Monthly salary [   ] Commission per bag [  ] 

Combination of the two [   ] Other (please specify)…………………………….....

19. How many bags of cocoa on average do you fund a PC per week during peak season?

1  -  10 [   ] 11  -  20 [   ] 21  -  30 [   ] 31  -  40 [   ] 41  -  50 [  ]

Above 50 [   ]

D. CHALLENGES

20. How many bags of cocoa were still locked upcountry with PCs when the season ended 
last year 2008?

….................................................................................

21. Are you able to get these PCs prosecuted for recovery of stocks? Yes [  ]   No [  ]
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22. If No, please explain why……………………………………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

23. List in order of importance the four (4) main challenges that when resolved will 
enable the work of LBCs improve at the district level.

i…………………………………………………………………………………………

ii…………………………………………………………………………………………

iii………………………………………………………………………………………..

iv……………………………………………………………………………………….

E. REWARD/REMUNERATION

24. How are payments for Cocoa purchases done?

By cash [   ] By cheque [   ] Combination of the two [   ]

25. Which mode of payment do farmers prefer?

Cash [  ] Cheque [  ]

26. Does your company pay more for better quality cocoa purchased from farmers?

      Yes [  ] No [  ]
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27. What incentive schemes does your company employ to buy more cocoa from farmers?

     

a. Top-Up price/bag [  ]

b. b. Offering gifts to farmers in return for selling cocoa [  ]

c.   Inputs (fertilizers, pesticides etc.) credit schemes   [  ]

d. Cash loans to farmers [  ]

e.   Others (please specify)……………………………………………………..

f.   No incentive schemes are employed by us [   ]

28. Do you pay money to get your cocoa graded and sealed by QCD? 

Yes [  ] No [  ]

29. Do you pay money to get your cocoa consignments accepted at the port?

      

Yes [  ] No [  ]

F. CATEGORIES OF EXPENDITURE

30. Please list the four major sources of expenditure that are associated with cocoa 
buying? 

i…………………………………………………………………………………………

ii…………………………………………………………………………………………

iii………………………………………………………………………………………..
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iv………………………………………………………………………………………..

G. COMPETITION

31. How many LBCs in total operate in your district?............................ 

H. JOB SATISFACTION 

32. To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of following (Table 1) about your 
job satisfaction; circle the score that best represents your opinion for each question in 
row.

1 – Strongly Agree (SA)

2 – Agree (A)

3 – Neutral (N)

4 – Disagree (D)

5 – Strongly Disagree (SD)

Statement SA A N D SD

I enjoy my job as a 

district officer 5 4 3 2 1

Prospects for promotion 

and professional 

development is high

5 4 3 2 1

My job performance is 

recognized and rewarded. 5 4 3 2 1

I am well paid and my 

qualifications are taken 5 4 3 2 1
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into consideration.

My job is secured and am

confident of the future. 5 4 3 2 1

Total Score for work satisfaction-out of 25 [      ]

I. RELATIONSHIP WITH STAKEHOLDERS 

33. To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of following (Table 1) about your 
relationship with stakeholders in the Cocoa industry; circle the score that best 
represents your opinion for each question in row.

1 – Strongly Agree (SA)

2 – Agree (A) 

3 – Neutral (N)

4 – Disagree (D)

5 – Strongly Disagree (SD)

Statement SA A N D SD

Your company is 
accepted in the 
community where you 
work.

5 4 3 2 1

The QCD is very 
professional in their job. 
And you have no 
suspicions at all about the 
work of their personnel.

5 4 3 2 1

The banks in your district 
meet your expectations. 5 4 3 2 1

The courts and law 
enforcement agencies in 
the district are reliable.

5 4 3 2 1
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Total Score for relationship with stakeholders-out of 20 [      ]

J. PERCEPTIONS ABOUT THE INDUSTRY

34. To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of following (Table 1) about your 
perceptions about the cocoa industry in Ghana; circle the score that best represents 
your opinion for each question in row.

1 – Strongly Agree (SA)

2 – Agree (A) 

3 – Neutral (N)

4 – Disagree (D)

5 – Strongly Disagree (SD)

Statement SA A N D SD

The industry is robust and 
prospects are good. 5 4 3 2 1

Cost of doing business is 
low. 5 4 3 2 1

The risk of doing business 
is low. 5 4 3 2 1

The purchasing 
clerks/agents employed in 
the industry are well 
trained, reliable and 
capable of delivering.

5 4 3 2 1

Farmers are handling 
their cocoa properly in 
terms of quality.

5 4 3 2 1

I will recommend this 
business to any 
prospective investor.

5 4 3 2 1

Total Score for perceptions about industry-out of 30 [      ]
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Appendix 3

Dear sir/madam,

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PORT OFFICERS  

This questionnaire has been designed to enable the students carry out a research on 
Reforming Ghana’s Cocoa Industry: An Evaluation of Private Participation. The study is 
purely an academic work. It is in partial fulfillment for the award of Master of Science in 
Marketing and E-Commerce at the Lulea University of Technology, Sweden (this 
program is a joint masters organized with the University of Education, Winneba, Kumasi 
campus). Your contribution will be appreciated and all information provided will be 
treated as confidential.  

Please tick [   ] in the box which corresponds to the statement, which in your opinion is 
the best answer to the relevant question or explain further if necessary.   

Thank you.

A. DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

1. Name of Company.………………………………………………………………….

2. Position/Title……………………………………………………………………......

3. Name of Takeover Port……………………………………………………………..

B. CHALLENGES WITH ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS
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4. How many days will a truck normally spend waiting to be offloaded at the port?

------------------------------

5. How many trucks on average report each day during peak periods to deliver cocoa 
for your company at the port? 

----------------------------------

6. How many trucks are you allocated for offloading by Cocobod per working day?

---------------------------------

7. Has Cocobod well defined procedures and processes through which documents pass for 
processing?

Yes [   ] No [   ]

8. Are these processes followed in practice?

Yes [   ] No [   ]

9. Has Cocobod a defined time within which documents meant for your collection are 
readied? 

Yes [   ] No [   ]

10. Are these documents delivered at designated points for collection?

Yes [   ] No [   ]

11. Do you have to personally intervene, influence or lobby in order to pick processed 
documents?
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Yes [   ] No [   ]

12. How many officers of Cocobod (QCD and CMC) must you contact before obtaining 
certifications for your delivered cocoa?

--------------------------------------

13. How many days on average must it take before you receive Cocoa Taken Over Receipts 
(CTORs), after arrival of cocoa from upcountry?

-------------------------------------

C. CHALLENGES WITH ORDER FULFILLMENT 

14. Do you often have your cocoa consignments rejected? 

Frequently [   ] Not Often [   ] Not at all [   ]

15. What is the commonest method of rejection employed by Cocobod?

Bag by Bag rejection [   ] Total rejection of truck loads [   ] Both [   ]

16. How is weighing of consignments from upcountry done?

a. Manual Bag by Bag from truck to Scale [   ]

b. Mechanised  Weighing Bridge [   ]

c. Others specify………………………………………………………………………

17. If you answer (a), what happens when a bag or some bags out of the total truck load fail 
weighing test?

a. Whole consignment is rejected [   ]
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b. Only Failed Bags are rejected [   ]

c. Others specify…………………………………………………………………….

18. Please list in order of importance (if any), five major reasons for rejection of your cocoa?

i……………………………………………ii……………………………………………..

iii………………………………………….iv…………………………………………….

v………………………………………………………………………………….. 

D. WAYS TO IMPROVE EFFICIENCY AT PORT

19. Please list at most four things which in your opinion if done will improve efficiency at 
this port?

i……………………………………………………………………………………………

ii…………………………………………………………………………………………..

iii…………………………………………………………………………………………..

iv…………………………………………………………………………………………..

Appendix 4

Dear sir/madam,

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR MANAGEMENT OF LBCs  

This questionnaire has been designed to enable the students carry out a research on 
Reforming Ghana’s Cocoa Industry: An Evaluation of Private Participation. The study is 
purely an academic work. It is in partial fulfillment for the award of Master of Science in 
Marketing and E-Commerce at the Lulea University of Technology, Sweden (this 
program is a joint masters organized with the University of Education, Winneba, Kumasi 
campus). Your contribution will be appreciated and all information provided will be 
treated as confidential.  
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Please tick [   ] in the box which corresponds to the statement, which in your opinion is 
the best answer to the relevant question or explain further if necessary.   

Thank you.

A. DEMOGRAPHICS

1. Name of Company.………………………………………………………………….

2. Position/Title……………………………………………………………………...

3. Number of years as an LBC……………………….

4. Is your company involved in another business? Yes [    ] No [    ]

Please specify type……………….…………………………………………...........

5. Do you have minimum requirements for recruiting your district management 
team? Yes [    ] No [    ]

6. How will you describe the Internal Marketing Business ?

Very Profitable [    ] Moderately Profitable [    ]

Just Covers for Cost [    ] Not Profitable [    ] Loss Making [    ]

B. EXPORT ACTIVITIES
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7. Do you think engaging in direct exports of cocoa will make the business more 
attractive and profitable?

Yes [    ] No [    ]

8. If yes, do you have the capacity to export on your own?  Yes [    ] No  [   ]

9. Why has Cocobod not implemented the legislation on LBCs exports of cocoa?

Fear of Losing Revenue [   ] Protecting Cocoa Quality [   ]

LBCs not capable [   ] Others please state.………………………….

………………………………………………………………………………………

C. IMPACT OF TRADE LIBERALIZATION

10. Do you believe that full liberalization will compromise the quality of Ghana’s 
Cocoa?

Yes [    ] No  [   ]

11. What percentage of your margin goes into finance cost? ---------------------------

12. Are you capable of sourcing finance for your entire purchases without utilizing 
Cocobod seed funds? Yes [    ] No [    ]

13. Which finance source would you prefer?
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Cocobod Funds [   ] Overdraft from Banks [   ]

Others (please specify)………..…………………………………………………….

14. Please answer the following questions about your company structure up-country?

D. STAKEHOLDER EXPECTATION

15. Will you invest in credit schemes for farmers?

Already in it [   ] Used to but stopped [   ] Has Started [   ]

Not Interested [   ]

16. Do farmers make good their repayments of credit? Usually [    ] 

Sometimes [    ] Not At All [    ]

17. Were you able to retrieve all bags of cocoa due from upcountry last season?

Yes [    ] No [    ]

18. If No, are you insured as a company against such losses? Yes [    ]  No  [    ]

19. Are you satisfied with the way Cocobod is managing the industry?

Yes [    ] No [    ]

20. Is there any insurance product on the market that suits the industry? 
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Yes [    ] No [    ]

E. CHALLENGES

21. Please provide in your opinion 3 major threats to the success of your business in 
order of importance?

i……………………………………………………………………………………

ii……………………………………………………………………………………

iii…..………………………………………………………………………………

22. Which of the takeover Ports do you have less preference for?

Takoradi [    ] Tema [   ] Kumasi Inland Port [   ]

23. Give reasons for your choice in 22.

...................................................................................................................................

…..…………………………………………………………………………………

….…………………………………………………………………………………

24. List some opportunities that in your opinion LBCs can exploit in the industry to 
enhance their growth and profitability?

..…………………………………………………………………………………....
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..……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

..…………………………………………………………………………………

25. If no, what must cocobod do to make the industry more attractive?

…..…………………………………………………………………………………

…..…………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

Thank you for taking time to respond to this questionnaire
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Appendix 5

Dear sir/madam,

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR QCD REGIONAL MANAGERS  

This questionnaire has been designed to enable the students carry out a research on 
Reforming Ghana’s Cocoa Industry: An Evaluation of Private Participation. The study is 
purely an academic work. It is in partial fulfillment for the award of Master of Science in 
Marketing and E-Commerce at the Lulea University of Technology, Sweden (this 
program is a joint masters organized with the University of Education, Winneba, Kumasi 
campus). Your contribution will be appreciated and all information provided will be 
treated as confidential.  

Please tick [   ] in the box which corresponds to the statement, which in your opinion is 
the best answer to the relevant question or explain further if necessary.   

Thank you.

A. DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

1. Station/Location……………………………………………………………………..

2. Position/Title……………………………………………………………………......
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3. How many years have you been with QCD…………………………………...........

B. BUYING SYSTEM

4. Which of the buying systems do you prefer?

Unitary (monopoly) [   ] multiple [   ]

5. State 3 reasons for your choice

………………………………………………………………………………………….

………………………………………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………………………………………

6. Do you usually have quality deficiencies with cocoa presented for grading?

Yes [   ] No [   ] 

7. Are quality problems peculiar to the last 16years since multiple buying was re-
introduced?

Yes [   ] No [   ]

8. If yes, please list 3 reasons why?

……………………………………………………………………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………………………………….

……………………………………………………………………………………………

C. QUALITY OF COCOA FOR GRADING
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9. Please list 4 major quality deficiencies you often encounter in relation to cocoa presented 
for grading and sealing?

……………………………………………………………………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………………………………….

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

10. Who will you blame for deteriorating quality standards, if any?

LBCs [   ] Farmers [   ] Both [   ]

11. Are LBCs performing to expectations as stakeholders in the industry?

Yes [   ] No [   ]

12. If No, what are LBCs doing to the dissatisfaction of the QCD?

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Thank you for taking your time to respond to this questionnaire
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Appendix 6

Dear sir/madam,

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR QCD PORT MANAGERS

This questionnaire has been designed to enable the students carry out a research on 
Reforming Ghana’s Cocoa Industry: An Evaluation of Private Participation. The study is 
purely an academic work. It is in partial fulfillment for the award of Master of Science in 
Marketing and E-Commerce at the Lulea University of Technology, Sweden (this 
program is a joint masters organized with the University of Education, Winneba, Kumasi 
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campus). Your contribution will be appreciated and all information provided will be 
treated as confidential.  

Please tick [   ] in the box which corresponds to the statement, which in your opinion is 
the best answer to the relevant question or explain further if necessary.   

Thank you.

A. DEMOGRAPHICS

1. Station/Location……………………………………………………………………..

2. Position/Title……………………………………………………………………......

3. How many years have you been with QCD…………………………………...........

B. BUYING SYSTEM

4. Which of the buying systems do you prefer?

Unitary (monopoly) [   ] multiple [   ]

5. State 3 reasons for your choice
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………………………………………………………………………………………….

………………………………………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………………………………………

6. Do buyers of Ghana’s cocoa raise issues relating to poor quality?

Yes [   ] No [   ]

7. Please list up to 5 quality challenges related to quality usually raised by buyers in relation 
to Ghana’s cocoa?

……………………………………………………………………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………………………………….

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………..

8. Are these quality problems peculiar to the last 16years since multiple buying was re-
introduced?

Yes [   ] No [   ]

9. If yes, please list reasons why?

……………………………………………………………………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………………………………….

……………………………………………………………………………………………

10. Should LBCs be allowed to directly go into cocoa exports?

Yes [   ] No [   ]

11. If no, please provide 3 reasons why?
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……………………………………………………………………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………………………………….

……………………………………………………………………………………………

12. Why is cocoa subjected to another quality check upon arrival at the ports?

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

C. VIEW ABOUT STAKEHOLDERS

13. Are LBCs performing to expectations as stakeholders in the industry?

Yes [   ] No [   ]

14. What must LBCs do to improve upon their performance?

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………


